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Supernova explosions are among the most energetic and intriguing phe-
nomena in the universe, reaching high luminosities (M ∼ -17) and leading
towards the complete disruption of the star or to the formation of a compact
remnant. On the other hand, classical novae are non terminal and possibly
recurrent events which are far less bright (M ∼ -8). In the last two decades
there have been several observations of transient showing luminosities be-
tween the supernovae and the classical novae. The nature of these ”Gap
Transients” appears to be heterogeneous both in the features observed and
in their origin (Pastorello & Fraser 2019). Some of them mimic the explo-
sion of a supernova without being terminal events, like the Luminous Blue
Variables (Pastorello et al. 2010a), earning therefore the name of ”supernova
impostors”. Other intermediate luminosity transients, however, may be gen-
uine faint supernovae (Botticella et al. 2009), perhaps originating from an
intermediate mass progenitor (between 8 M and 12 M). Investigating such
events may shed light on the fate of Super AGB stars, setting constraints on
late stellar evolution in this peculiar range of masses. This thesis focuses
on NGC300OT: thanks to its proximity (d ∼ 2 Mpc) this object has been
studied extensively and it can be used as a template for recognizing similar
transients. New photometry and spectra will be compared with data pub-
lished in literature, and we discuss whether these are compatible with a non
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1 Introduction
Supernovae (SNe) are the evolutionary endpoint of massive stars and more
moderate mass stars in binary systems. SNe may compete in luminosity
with their host galaxy, as they release Erad ∼ 1049 erg as radiation and
eject matter at a significant fraction of the speed of light. On the other
hand, classical novae (CNe) are fainter stellar outburst caused by the accre-
tion of matter on a white dwarf, radiating at most ∼ 1045 erg. Supernovae
and classical novae are separated by a luminosity gap at peak of roughly
5 magnitudes, with the brightest novae reaching MV ∼ -10 mag and the
faintest core collapse supernovae having MV ∼ -15 mag. During the last two
decades, however, serendipitous discoveries and in-depth archival searches of
weak transients have begun to populate this gap (Figure1) (Kasliwal 2012,
Pastorello & Fraser 2019). The recent discovery of new classes of transients
does not come as a surprise: development of new instruments as well as
dedicated surveys paved the way to a new era for observations of the tran-
sient Universe. Early SNe surveys targeted large, nearby galaxies in order
to have a higher chance of detecting an event. The Lick Observatory Super-
novae Search (LOSS) is a classic example of this kind of study, with 15000
nearby galaxies observed with a limiting magnitude of ∼ 19 mag. This led
to the discovery of ∼ 1000 SNe in over a decade of activity, allowing for cru-
cial SNe rates analysis (Li et al. 2011b). These targeted searches have been
quite successful in detecting new SNe, but they have the obvious downside
of introducing a host galaxy bias. To overcome the observational bias, wide
field telescopes are used to perform blind searches, aiming to cover the whole
sky instead of just the target galaxies. Wide field surveys like the Palomar
Transient Factory (Law et al. 2009), Pan-STARRS1 (Kaiser et al. 2010) or
SkyMapper (Keller et al. 2007) are able to cover up to 6000 square degrees
per night, reaching a limiting magnitude of 21 mag with expositions of 60s
(Smartt et al. 2015). The ongoing project ”All-Sky Automated Survey for
Supernovae” (ASAS-SN) (Shappee et al. 2014) exploits 24 small telescopes
distributed around the globe to cover the whole extragalactic sky in less than
3 days, to a limiting magnitude of V ∼ 17 mag. Spectroscopic and multi-
color imaging follow-up is often performed through larger telescopes (Rau
et al. 2009, Botticella et al. 2010): a fundamental role in this context is
played by the Public European Southern Observatory Spectroscopic Survey
of Transient Objects (PESSTO) (Smartt et al. 2015).
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Figure 1: Peak luminosity - Decline timescale diagram. Grey shaded areas
show the location of thousands of ”standard” objects. After 2005 several
transients started filling previously empty regions on the graph. Here the
term ”Luminous red novae” is associated with NGC300OT and SN2008S,
but later studies classify them as Intermediate Luminosity Red Transients.
(Figure from Kasliwal 2012).
Another key point for the discovery of new transients is the observational
cadence: being able to detect and follow-up objects with short timescales
is crucial to populate new regions in the transient phase space, discovering
new forms of variability and accurately characterizing the known ones. The
Zwicky Transient Facility (ZTF) employs the Palomar Schmidt telescope to
survey the observable northern sky with a limiting magnitude of sim 19
mag with a cadence ranging from minutes to days (Graham et al. 2019).
Thanks to the analysis of differential images, alerts can be produced within
20 minutes after the raw image was taken, allowing for an early study of the
transient. Along with ZTF, other surveys such as the “Asteroid Terrestrial-
impact Last Alert System” (ATLAS) (Tonry et al. 2018) can contribute to
the serendipitous discovery of SNe candidates. In particular, ATLAS mon-
itors the whole sky with a cadence of two days, leading to the discovery of
311 spectroscopically classified transient objects between January 2016 and
March 2018, even more than the 307 discovered by ASAS-SN during the same
2
Figure 2: On the left, schematic light curves for SNIa, SNII-P, SNII-L and
SNIb. The light curve for SNIb is averaged to include SNIc as well. The light
curve of SN 1987A is showed as a comparison, since it is the most studied
supernova event thanks to its proximity. In the right panel are shown early
optical spectra for 4 standard supernovae events, each displaying character-
istic features (Figure from Filippenko 1997).
time. Last but not least, thanks to telescopes like Swift and Spitzer, follow-
up observations can be performed in domains outside the optical spectrum:
X-ray and mid-infrared images can give insight on different processes, such
as interaction between ejecta and circumstellar medium or dust formation
(Rivera Sandoval et al. 2018, Szalai et al. 2019). All these improvements
naturally led to the discovery of new transient phenomena: we are likely wit-
nessing the dependence of the transients on stellar mass, metallicity, mass
loss rate and binary interaction.
1.1 Supernovae Classification
SN classification is based on the identification of individual features in the
optical spectra near maximum luminosity. These spectra show the properties
of the stellar outer layers, since the ejected material is still optically thick.
A fine-tuning of the classification is then performed studying the parameters
of the light curves built over several months of photometric observations
(Turatto 2003). In Figure 2 typical light curves and early spectra of standard
SNe events are displayed. In 1941 Minkowski identified two main classes
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Figure 3: Schematic overview of SNe classification. The different explosion
mechanism is highlighted above the diagram. The four main classes are
highlighted through black squares (Figure from Turatto 2003).
of objects: those that did not show hydrogen lines were defined as ”Type
I” events (SN I), while spectra that displayed clear hydrogen features were
labelled ”Type II” events (SN II) (Figure3). Later this eary classification
scheme was expanded, as more variety was found in the two main classes.
Type I SNe have been split into three sub-types:
SN Ia present strong Si II features but no He I lines in their spectra;
SN Ib show no hint of Si II and their spectra are dominated by He I lines;
SN Ic only show very weak Si II and He I lines, with prominent O I and
Ca II lines.
On the other hand, SN II spectra clearly show Balmer lines and may be
divided into four sub-classes, depending on their light curve shape and spec-
troscopic properties:
SN IIP exhibit a period of constant luminosity for up to 100 days af-
ter maximum brightness. The flat portion of the light curve is called
”plateau”, and is followed by a rapid luminosity decline;
SN IIL show a fairly rapid, linear decline in magnitude after maximum
light.
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Figure 4: On the left, typical SN Ia B-band light curves. Empirical cor-
relation was found between decline rates and absolute peak magnitude (eg
Phillips 1993). On the right, spectra from three different supernovae were
taken a week after maximum brightness. Both light curves and spectra show
the homogeneity of standard SN Ia (Figures from Miquel 2007 and Filippenko
1997).
SN IIn are characterized by narrow spectral lines, likely related to the in-
teraction of the ejecta with the slowly expanding circumstellar medium;
SN IIb show broad Hydrogen lines during the first weeks, evolving towards
SN Ib later on.
1.2 Type I Supernovae
1.2.1 SN Ia
Type Ia Supernovae are the most common kind of stellar explosion and occur
in all types of galaxies (Branch D. 2017), including those with no sign of star
formation. It is now widely accepted that SN Ia originate from the ther-
monuclear explosion of a Carbon-Oxygen White Dwarf (CO WD), leaving
no remnant behind (Branch et al. 1995). Light curves of SN Ia are charac-
terized by a fast rise to maximum (16-18 days), well reproduced by a fireball
model, where the luminosity increases as t2 (Leibundgut 2000). Around 30
days after maximum brightness, many objects show a ”secondary shoulder”
in the infrared bands, with variable strength and duration. After ∼ 50 days
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the decline in luminosity is exponential, powered by the radioactive decay
56Co −→ 56Fe. Spectra of SN Ia show no evidence of H or He lines, but
many intermediate mass elements are recognizable, including calcium, sili-
con and sulfur. The spectra at late phases are instead dominated by the
iron group emission lines. In Figure 4 a sample of light curves and spectra
for standard SN Ia are shown. The search for the progenitor systems of SN
Ia is not an easy task. In order to ignite nuclear fusion inside a stable core
supported by the degeneracy pressure, it is necessary to have an interaction
between the WD and a companion star. Two main progenitor channels were
proposed: the Single Degenerate and the Double Degenerate scenarios. The
former envisions a main sequence star or a red giant filling the Roche Lobe
of a CO WD: part of the envelope of the non-degenerate star is accreted on
the WD until explosive carbon burning is ignited just before reaching the
Chandrasekhar mass, which is the maximum mass that can be supported by
the pressure of a degenerate gas of electrons. The Double Degenerate sce-
nario invokes a binary system of CO WDs which loses angular momentum
through gravitational waves emission. If the sum of the masses of the two
stars exceeds the Chandrasekhar mass, the merger ignites carbon burning
and leads to the explosion of the system (for a review on Type Ia progenitors
see Maeda & Terada 2016). Given the number of observational constraints,
no single model is able to perfectly reproduce the experimental data: it is
possible that both the Single and the Double Degenerate scenario lead to
the thermonuclear explosion of a WD, accounting for the variety of features
observed.
1.2.2 SN Ib and SN Ic
SN Ib and SN Ic are thought to originate from massive stars stripped of
their hydrogen envelopes which undergo core collapse: for this reason they
are also labelled ”stripped envelope SNe”. SN Ib/c only appear in spiral
galaxies, in proximity of star forming regions, suggesting young and massive
progenitors (Branch D. 2017). Their light curves appear similar to those of
SN Ia, with a fast rise and a subsequent slow, linear decline in magnitude
that roughly follows the radioactive decay of 56Co (Figure 5). Early spectra
are characterized by the presence of O I, Ca II, Fe II and Ti II lines, while
in later phases spectra are dominated by forbidden lines like [O I], [Ca II],
and [Fe II] (Tartaglia 2015). It is tempting to assume that SN Ib originate
from the core collapse of Wolf-Rayet stars which lost their hydrogen envelope,
while SN Ic originate from Wolf-Rayet stars which shed both their hydrogen
and their helium envelope (Dessart 2015). However, the lack of detection
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Figure 5: On the left, light curves for 10 well-studied SN Ib/c, normalized
at maximum brightness. The grey area represents a mean template light
curve, built showing 1 σ deviations from the mean magnitude at each epoch.
From ∼ 20 days onward the decline is powered by the 56Co decay. On the
right, spectral evolution of SN Ib and SN Ic from the moment of maximum
brightness to three weeks later. For reference, appropriately blue-shifted He
I lines are shown as dashed lines, while Hα is represented as a solid line.
(Figures from Drout et al. 2011 and Turatto 2003).
of the progenitors in pre-explosion images shows that an additional channel
involving lower mass stars is plausible (Smartt 2009). Close binary systems
may lead to the formation of helium stars with a wide range of masses,
even able to explain the observed SN Ib/c rates without invoking single-star
progenitors (Yoon et al. (2010)).
1.3 Type II Supernovae
Type II SNe display a variety of different features both in their light curves
and in their spectra (Figure 6). These stellar explosions originate from the
core collapse of massive progenitors, and are therefore tightly associated with
star-forming regions like stripped envelope SNe (Branch D. 2017). Masses
of the progenitors span from ∼ 8 M to over 25 M, leaving a neutron star
as compact remnant (Smartt 2009). More massive stars may collapse onto a
black hole or explode through the pair instability mechanism (M > 140 M)
(Kasen et al. 2011). On the other extreme of the mass function, it is still
unclear whether stars with 8 M < M < 12 M end their lives as O-Ne-Mg
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Figure 6: Light curves of several type II SNe. For each class of objects an
average light curve is built and fitted to a single event on the right panels. For
SN IIn three average light curves are shown: fast, average and slow declining
(Figure from Li et al 2011).
white dwarfs or undergo core collapse (see section 1.4.1).
1.3.1 SN IIP and SN IIL
SN IIP are the most common type of explosion among the type II supernovae,
making up roughly 70 % of the observed core collapse events (Li et al. 2011a).
Among the SN IIP class, the peak luminosity may vary by a factor ∼ 100
and the light curve shape may differ significantly, suggesting a wide diversity
of progenitor stars. At the early phases, the shocked material is responsible
for the SN luminosity: these layers cool down through an almost adiabatic
expansion, causing a steady drop in luminosity. When the temperature drops
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to 10000 K in the outer layers, hydrogen starts recombining: this recombina-
tion wave powers the plateau phase. The photosphere recedes in mass, but
maintains roughly the same radius and temperature (T ∼ 5500 K), resulting
in a constant luminosity (Branch, Wheeler 2017a). SN IIL probably don’t
have the massive hydrogen envelopes needed to keep the luminosity constant
for one hundred days. After 150 days both SN IIP and SN IIL light curves
settle onto an exponential decay powered by the 56Co radioactive decay to
56Fe. SN IIP usually eject ∼ 0.1M of 56Ni, which decays in 56Co with a 6.1
days halflife (Branch, Wheeler 2017a). The spectra of the SN IIP in the early
phases show a blue continuum, denoting a colour temperature higher than
10000 K (Filippenko 1997). There is a lack of noticeable features, except
for shallow Balmer and He I lines. As time passes, spectral features become
recognizable and during the plateau Balmer and Ca II lines appear, showing
well developed P-Cygni profiles. Weaker lines of FeII and other iron-group
elements also show up. Since the velocity of the ejecta at the photosphere
diminishes constantly, the P-Cygni profile becomes progressively narrower.
During the 56Co decay-powered decline, the continuum fades and spectra
are dominated by Hα, [O I], Ca II and [Ca II] emission lines. The spectral
evolution of a typical SNIIP is shown in Figure [8]a. SN IIL present very sim-
ilar spectra to SN IIP: the only striking difference seems to be the frequent
absence of blueshifted absorption for Hα (Filippenko 1997).
1.3.2 SN IIn
Among core collapse SNe it is possible to find objects with narrow emission
lines, that lead to infer an expansion velocity ranging from few 10 km/s to ∼
1000 km/s (Schlegel 1990). These objects are called SN IIn and are thought
to arise from interaction between the fast expanding SN ejecta and a dense
circumstellar medium (CSM), previousy expelled by the star itself through
mass loss episodes . Studying the bolometric light curve of a SN IIn, it is
possible to estimate the mass loss rate of the progenitor, which often results
higher than 10−3 M year−1 (Moriya et al. 2014). In Figure 7 typical SNIIn
spectra are shown. The narrow lines originate from the photoionized, slowly
expanding CSM, while high velocity (v > 10000 km/s) ejecta are responsible
for the broad component, which is sometimes visible under the narrow CSM
lines. Since there is a heavy dependence on the mass loss history of the
progenitor, SN IIn can show a variety of different features, making them
quite a heterogeneous class of objects.
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Figure 7: Several spectra for SN IIn events: narrow Balmer lines indicate
low expansion velocity of the emitting material. The epochs refer to the
estimated time of explosion rather than the time of maximum brightness,
since rise to maximum can differ significantly among SN IIn (Figure from
Filippenko 1997).
1.3.3 SN IIb
SNIIb are a subclass of type II SNe originating from the explosion of a massive
star which has lost most of its hydrogen envelope (Branch, Wheeler 2017b):
this may have been caused by mass loss events or binary interaction. At the
early phases the spectra show evident Balmer lines, but they are replaced
with strong He I lines as soon as the photosphere recedes beyond the thin
hydrogen envelope into deeper ejecta layers. After the appearance of helium,
both the light curve and the spectra resemble those of SN Ib, making SN
IIb a link between envelope retaining SN II and stripped envelope SN Ib/c
(Turatto 2003).
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Figure 8: Spectral evolution of SN 1992H in NGC 5377, with typical P-
Cygni profiles. As the velocities of the ejecta quench with time, the profile
gets narrower. In late stages iron group emission lines show up over a flat
continuum (Figure from Filippenko 1997).
1.4 Core Collapse Mechanism
Stars with masses greater than ∼ 8 M undergo core collapse as the last
stage of their evolution (Smartt 2009). The contraction of these massive stars
cannot be stopped by electron degeneracy, and they successfully ignite 12C
in a non degenerate environment. From this point onward, the evolution of
the core is sensitively accelerated by neutrino losses: due to their long mean
free path, neutrinos efficiently dissipate the energy produced from nuclear
burning. In response, the star contracts and heats up according to the virial
theorem, increasing the nuclear reaction rates and hence neutrino losses. For
this reason, evolution after 12C ignition only lasts few 103 years (Chiu 1961).
Stars with M > 10 M complete nuclear burning cycles until they form a
stable 56Fe core, which has the greatest binding energy per nucleon: at this
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point nuclear burning processes stop, as they would be endothermic. At the
end of their burning cycles, massive stars present an inert 56Fe core (typically
∼ 1.5 M) surrounded by concentric burning shells, remnant of the previous
burning phases. Since no nuclear burning process is active in the iron core,
the core starts contracting in a timescale defined by neutrino losses. Due
to the high temperature and density of the core, the collapse cannot be
stopped by the electron degeneracy pressure: an extremely relativistic gas of
degenerate electrons has an equation of state too soft to restore the dynamical
stability (Janka et al. 2007). The collapse is accelerated by electron capture
and photodisintegration processes. Electron captures reduce the electron
degeneracy pressure and decrease the effective Chandrasekhar mass (MCh
∼ 5.76 Y2e M, where Ye is the mean number of electrons per nucleon),
fostering the dynamical instability. Photodisintegration kicks in at T ∼ 1010
K, when iron-peak nuclei are broken into α particles, protons and neutrons.
Photodisintegration of heavy elements require ∼ 2 MeV per nucleon: this
energy is absorbed from the radiation field, leading to a drop in the internal
energy and therefore a drop in pressure exerted by photons (Branch, Wheeler
2017c). The inner iron core (∼ 0.7 M) undergoes a homologous contraction,
while matter outside the homologous core is approximately in free fall. The
collapse is stopped by the pressure of the degenerate gas of nucleons, in
particular neutrons formed through electron captures. The maximum central
density reached is ρc ∼ 6x1014 g cm−3, which is twice the nuclear density:
the inner core experiences a bounce back, impacting the free falling material
and forming a shock wave (Branch, Wheeler 2017d). This ”bounce shock” is
not able to drive a prompt explosion, since it is quenched by neutrino losses
and dissociation of 56Fe into α particles (Myra, Bludman 1989). One popular
mechanisms proposed to power the explosion is the absorption of neutrinos
produced by matter accreting on the stiff nucleon core. Absorbing ∼ 1%
of the outgoing neutrino flux would be sufficient to revitalize the shock and
blow up the outer layers of the star: see the work by Janka (2001) for a
detailed discussion on shock revival by neutrino heating.
1.4.1 Electron Capture Supernovae
Stars within the range of masses 8 M < M < 10 M  are thought to form
a degenerate Oxygen-Neon-Magnesium core through nonexplosive 12C burn-
ing, also undergoing thermal pulses (Ritossa et al. 1996). Given their simi-
larities with AGB stars, these objects are labelled ”Super-AGB stars”, and
their fate is uncertain due to the many complications involved in modelling
their interiors and evolution, especially regarding the role of mixing, con-
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vective overshooting and mass loss rates (Poelarends et al. 2008). Whether
super-AGB stars evolve in a O-Ne-Mg WD or undergo core collapse through
electron capture is still being investigated (Doherty et al. 2017).
Electron captures are especially significant in the case of strongly degener-
ate O-Ne-Mg cores: if such core can grow (through shell burning) to 1.38
M, electron captures on 24Mg and 20Ne isotopes should lead to dynamical
instability and therefore collapse of the core, giving birth to an ”electron-
capture supernovae” (EC-SN) (Leung et al. 2019). Zha et al. (2019) follow
the evolution of a 8.4 M star from the main sequence to oxygen ignition
in its strongly degenerate O-Ne-Mg core and then perform two-dimensional
hydrodinamical symulations for the oxygen deflagration to investigate the
fate of the star. An interesting result is that the star undergoes core col-
lapse if the central density at the start of the deflagration is ρc > 10
10.01 g
cm−3, while a thermonuclear explosion occurs if ρc < 1010.01 g cm−3. Since
estimated central density at the start of the deflagration exceeds the critical
value of 1010.01 g cm−3 (Takahashi et al. 2019, Zha et al. 2019), the core is
expected to collapse, leaving a relatively low-mass neutron star. A new class
of objects is being investigated as possible EC-SN candidate (Botticella et al.
2009, Pumo 2010).
1.5 Supernovae Impostors and Gap Transients
Among the transients that populate the luminosity gap between supernovae
and classical novae, there are some events that reproduce SNe features with-
out actually disrupting the star itself, earning the name of ”supernova im-
postors” (Van Dyk et al. 2000). On the other hand, some Gap Transients
are thought to be faint core collapse supernovae (Pastorello et al. 2007a,
Botticella et al. 2009). Our present time understanding on the subject is
summarized by Pastorello & Fraser (2019), where the main classes of Gap
Transients are identified.
1.5.1 Supernova Impostors
Supernova impostors are non terminal eruptions of massive stars, often as-
sociated with Luminous Blue Variables (LBVs) (Humphreys et al. 1999).
Stars with masses M > 40 M may undergo an unstable phase with hectic
variations in magnitude after exhausting hydrogen in their core and before
reaching the Wolf-Rayet stage (Figure 9). The hydrogen envelope is quickly
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Figure 9: Several LBVs light curves: the eruptions appear to be erratic and
can differ greatly in luminosity. In the case of SN2006jc, the supernova explo-
sion was heralded by a LBV-like event, here labelled UGC4904-V1 (Figure
from Pastorello et al. 2007b).
lost with a rate of ∼ 10−4− 10−5 M yr−1 and forms a massive circumstellar
nebula around the star. Well-known examples of LBVs are η-Carinae and P
Cygni. Spectral features of LBVs resemble those of SN IIn, in particular the
narrow emission lines (v ∼ 102 to 103 km s−1) resulting from the photoion-
ization of circumstellar material previously ejected. An important spectral
difference between LBVs and SN IIn lies in the absence of broad lines under
the narrow lines, indicating that there are no fast-expanding ejecta, usually
associated with the terminal explosion of a star. The mechanism that drives
the outbursts is still unclear: close encounters are a viable explanation for
binary stars, while super Eddington continuum driven winds are proposed
for isolated stars (Owocki et al. 2004).
1.5.2 Mergers
Mergers in close massive binary systems may give birth to Gap Transients
called ”Luminous Red Novae” (LRNe), which show a characteristic double
peaked light curve (Figure 10, upper panel). Spectra taken at the first lumi-
nosity maximum present a blue continuum with H and Fe II emission lines.
At the second peak, the spectra becomes similar to that of G or K-type stars,
with narrow metal absorption lines and weaker Balmer lines. During the final
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Figure 10: Top panel: light curves for merger candidates, most of which
show the typical double peaked shape. Bottom panel: the ILRT SN 2008S
displays a SN IIL-like bolometric light curve that follows the 56Co decay at
the latest stages of its evolution (Figures from Metzger, Pejcha 2017 and
Botticella et al. 2009).
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Figure 11: Spectra near maximum for different types of gap transients. The
[Ca II] doublet is a distinctive feature for ILRT that remains detectable
throughout the whole spectral evolution (Figure from Pastorello & Fraser
2019).
decline, LRNe spectra evolve toward those of M-type stars, showing strong
molecular absorption bands and again a prominent Hα emission. The LRN
prototype is V838 Mon, but the origin of these transients as mergers was
identified through the study of V1309 Scorpii (Tylenda et al. 2011, Mason
et al. 2010). The periodic modulation of luminosity allowed to infer the pres-
ence of a binary system with a period of d ∼ 1.4 days. In the years before
the outburst the period was following an exponential decrease, interpreted
as the shrinking of the binary orbits, until the two stars merged. The first
light curve peak is powered by the ejected common envelope, which emits
radiation while expanding and cooling. The second peak appears after the
interaction between the fast expanding common envelope and the slow out-
flows on the equatorial plane, which formed during the inspiral of the binary
system (Metzger, Pejcha 2017). The absolute magnitude of the merger may
vary greatly ( −15 < MV < −4 mag), owing to the wide range of masses
involved: frequent, faint event are produced by low mass mergers, while lu-
minous transients are linked with more massive binary systems (Kochanek
et al. 2014).
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1.5.3 Faint Core Collapse Supernovae
Faint core-collapse supernovae may also populate the gap. ”Intermediate
Luminosity Red Transients” (ILRT) are plausible examples of EC-SN: the
prototype of these objects is SN 2008S (Botticella et al. 2009), which showed
a light curve similar to a faint SN IIL, with an early peak and a late decline
compatible with the 56Co decay (Figure 10). Spectral features include Hα,
near-infrared Ca II triplet and the [Ca II] doublet at 7291.5 A˚and 7323.9 A˚.
This doublet is a distinctive trait of the ILRT, unique among gap transients
(Figure 11). The progenitor of SN 2008S and other ILRT were detected in
the mid-infrared domain thanks to Spitzer, while optical and near-infrared
images from HST failed to identify a pre-outburst source. This points to-
ward a star embedded in a cocoon of dust which is later sublimated by the
explosion. It is still debated whether SN 2008S-like transients are actually
terminal events or stellar outbursts (Smith et al. 2009): in the following sec-
tion we present the case of NGC300OT, a crucial ILRT which may shed light
on this peculiar class of objects.
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2 Electron Capture Supernova Candidates
The nature of Intermediate Luminosity Red Transients (ILRT) is still de-
bated. An important mechanism that could give birth to these gap transients
is the electron capture supernova (EC-SN) scenario, where the collapse of
the stellar core is triggered by electron capture reactions. These events are
thought to originate from stars with initial masses of ∼8-10 M. Adopting
Pumo et al. (2009) conventions, let Mup be the initial mass above which a
star ignites carbon, and Mmas the mass above which a star completes all nu-
clear burning cycles, leading to the collapse of an iron core. Stars with initial
masses spanning from Mup to Mmas are called Super-AGB stars (Ritossa et al.
(1996)). After carbon burning they develop an inert, degenerate O-Ne core,
and they can be considered as more luminous and more massive AGB stars
undergoing thermal pulses and mass loss episodes. The fate of Super-AGB
stars depends on the competing effects of mass loss and core growth. If the
hydrogen-free core is accreted through shell burning up to 1.38 M, electron
captures on 24Mg and 20Ne will trigger the collapse of the core, leading to an
EC-SN (Poelarends et al. 2008, Leung et al. 2019). High mass loss rates, on
the other hand, can quench shell burning and inhibit the growth of the core,
giving birth to a O-Ne-Mg white dwarf. Following the model described by
Poelarends et al. (2008), EC-SN originate from the collapse of O-Ne-Mg cores
of ∼9 M super-AGB stars in a 0.25 M range, with some studies extending
the mass window up to 1.5 M (Siess 2007). Further uncertainties are added
by the metallicity dependence of Mup and Mmas (Pumo et al. 2009). EC-SN
are predicted to display distinctive features: luminous super-AGB progeni-
tors (∼105 L, Poelarends et al. 2008), low explosion energies (∼1050 erg)
and low ejected 56Ni mass (few 10−3 M, Wanajo et al. 2009). Pumo et al.
(2009) suggest that EC-SN light curves may resemble faint SNII, showing IIP
or IIL behaviour depending on the mass of the hydrogen envelope the star is
able to retain before the collapse. The transients SN2008S and NGC300OT,
prototypes of ILRT, find a consistent interpretation in the EC-SN framework.
2.1 The first ILRT: SN2008S
SN2008S is a faint optical transient (OT) discovered by Arbour, Boles (2008)
in NGC 6946 (5.7 ± 0.3 Mp, Sahu et al. (2006)) and later observed by Botti-
cella et al. (2009) with an excellent sampling. The peak absolute magnitude
of MV = -14.17±0.16 mag places this transient in the luminosity gap be-
tween classical novae and faint SNe. After maximum luminosity, the light
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Figure 12: Top panel: UBVRIJHK light curves of SN2008S. Bottom panel:
spectral evolution of SN2008S, corrected for Galactic extinction. The phase
from the explosion is reported on the right, while the symbols
⊕
mark the
positions of the main telluric absorption features. Hα, the [CaII] doublet and
the CaII triplet are clearly detectable at all epochs (Figure from Botticella
et al. 2009).
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curve declines linearly with time, resembling that of a faint SNIIL (Figure
[12], left panel). Between 140 and 290 days, the decline rate is 0.88 ± 0.05
mag/100 d, compatible with the decay of 56Co (1.023 mag/100 d) (Botticella
et al. 2009). Assuming that the late ligh curve tail is powered by radioactive
decay of 56Co, the inferred mass of 56Ni produced is as low as 0.0014 ± 0.0003
M, not far from the window of 0.002 - 0.004 M predicted by Wanajo et al.
(2009) for EC-SNe. Optical spectra show a slow evolution, with strong Hα,
[CaII] doublet and CaII triplet emission lines, without broad P-Cygni pro-
files (Figure [12], right panel). The [CaII] forbidden doublet is a rare feature,
seldom seen in stellar spectra. In fact, in a dense environment the electrons
that would produce [CaII] lines are collisionally de-excited to the ground
state before decaying through photon emission (Humphreys et al. 2011). As
a consequence the [CaII] doublet must form in a low density medium. Fur-
thermore, the excited Ca+ ions that would produce the [CaII] doublet can be
ionized to Ca++ by a photon with wavelenght 1218.9 A˚, only a few A˚ from
the Lyα line. A Lyα line broader than ∼800 km s−1 would strongly suppress
the [CaII] emission (Berger et al. 2009): since we clearly see the forbidden
doublet, we expect expansion velocities not larger than ∼1000 km s−1 for
SN2008S.
Fe II, O I, Na I and Mn II multiplet 4 are also identified in the spectra (Bot-
ticella et al. 2009). The [Ca II] doublet and Fe II lines present a narrow,
asymmetric profile with a prominent red wing, while Hα, Hβ and the CaII
triplet show broader lines with multicomponent profiles (figure [13], left). In
the early spectra in particular, the Hα line exhibits narrow, intermediate and
broad components with FWHM velocities of vn ∼ 250 km s−1, vi ∼ 1000 km
s−1 and vb ∼ 3000 km s−1 respectively (Botticella et al. 2009). It is possible
to associate the broad component with high velocity ejecta, the intermediate
component with shocked circumstellar medium and the narrow component
with unshocked circumstellar medium. The absence of high velocity absorp-
tions or P-Cygni profiles, however, suggest that we are not directly looking
at the ejecta. Multiple photon-scattering events with thermal electrons may
broaden the wings of a narrower component, thus accounting for the observed
broader components (Dessart et al. 2009). In this case, the fastest expanding
component would have at vi ∼ 1000 km s−1, compatible with the presence
of the [Ca II] doublet, as discussed above.
A progenitor star was identified by Prieto et al. (2008) in pre-explosion im-
ages taken from Spitzer in the mid-infrared (with detections at 4.5, 5.8 and
8.0 µm). The same target was not found in deep optical and near-infrared
(NIR) images obtained by the Hubble Space Telescope (HST) and the Large
Binocular Telescope (LBT). The best fit on the observations performed with
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Figure 13: Left panels: narrow wavelenght regions of the spectrum of
SN2008S taken 15 days after the explosion. It is possible to appreciate both
the multiple components of the Hα and the asymmetric red wings of the FeII
emission lines. Right panel: HR diagram containing the evolutive tracks for
stars between 6 and 25 M. Red dots mark the positions of Red Supergiants
(RSG) in the Milky Way, while the shaded area identifies the region occupied
by RSG progenitors of SNIIP. The progenitor of SN2008S is shown as a black
point with error bar (Figures from Botticella et al. 2009).
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a single-temperature blackbody provides a bolometric luminosity of 3.5 x
104L and a temperature of ∼440 K (Prieto et al. 2008). These measures,
along with the optical upper limits, suggest the presence of a fairly mas-
sive star engulfed in a cocoon of dust. This material was previously ejected
through a steady wind or mass loss episodes. Based on the bolometric lu-
minosity of the source, Prieto et al. (2008) deduce a progenitor mass of ∼10
M with an upper limit of 20 M. Botticella et al. (2009) estimate, through
the code DUSTY, a luminosity of 104.5L and a temperature of 3000 K for
the central source irradiating the surrounding dust. On the HR diagram,
such star is consistent with an evolved 6-9 M star (Figure [13], right panel).
These considerations make the progenitor of SN2008S compatible with a
super-ABG star, endorsing the EC-SN scenario.
2.2 Discovery of NGC300OT
On 2008 May 14, an OT of magnitude 14.2 was discovered in the nearby
galaxy NGC 300 (1.88 ± 0.05 Mpc, Gieren et al. 2005) during the SN search
program at the Bronberg Observatory (Monard 2008). A first analysis of
the event, hereafter denoted as NGC300OT, was provided by Bond et al.
(2009). Depending on the distance modulus adopted for NGC 300 and the
absorption along the line of sight, the estimates of the peak V band magni-
tude range between MV ∼ −12.0 and −12.9 mag. Although the early phases
follow up is not available because the object was behind the sun, the light
curve is reminiscent of that of a SN IIP: after peak, it displays a period of
constant luminosity before fading more rapidly. Finally, it settles on a linear
magnitude decline compatible with the 56Co decay (Figure [14]). Swift and
Very Large Array observations did not detect a source coincident with the
transient, neither in the X-rays nor in the radio domains (Berger et al. 2009).
The X-ray monitoring spanned from 2008 May 20 to October 15, while radio
observations extended from 2008 May 21 to November 24 (dates in UT). The
upper limits determined for the luminosity of NGC300OT are roughly one
order of magnitude below the faintest SN detected in the X-rays and two
orders of magnitude below the faintest radio SN discovered (Berger et al.
2009).
Low-resolution spectra taken at early phases show absorption features simi-
lar to F-type stars, with Balmer and Ca II emission lines superimposed to an
otherwise black body continuum. The countinuum vanishes in three months,
leaving a spectrum dominated by hydrogen and calcium emission lines (Fig-
ure [15]). The Full Width at Half Maximum (FWHM) of the Hα line at
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Figure 14: Published BVRI and JHK light curves of NGC300OT. Discovery
and prediscovery observations are shown as crosses. The rise of the object
was not observed as NGC 300 was behind the sun until end of April (Figure
from Bond et al. 2009).
maximum light indicates an expansion velocity of 1050 km s−1, declining to
300 km s−1 in June 2009 (Humphreys et al. 2011). The [Ca II] lines appear to
be significantly narrower, showing a FWHM of ∼290 km s−1, without clear
evolution between 2008 May 23 and 2008 June 22. The CaII IR triplet dis-
plays a width similar to that of the Hα, constant during the first few months
(Berger et al. 2009). The difference in line width suggests that the forbidden
[CaII] doublet forms in a different region with respect to the broad lines,
probably in a lower density environment, as argued above.
Thanks to the proximity of the target, it has been possible to obtain for
the first time high resolution spectroscopy of an ILRT, spanning from 2008
May 20 to 2008 August 23 (Berger et al. 2009). The complex profiles of the
spectral lines suggest the presence of a composite circumstellar environment,
likely originating from previous mass loss episodes. The Hα line displays
two narrow absorption features at all epochs: one shifted redward of 30 km
s−1 with respect to the rest wavelength of the transition, and a weaker one
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Figure 15: Low resolution spectra of NGC300OT. The early spectrum shows
a continuum similar to that of an F-type star with both absorption and
emission lines, while the late spectrum is dominated by H and CaII emission
lines (Figure from Bond et al. 2009).
blue shifted at -130 km s−1, both with a width of ∼40 km s−1 (Figure [16],
upper left). The forbidden [Ca II] doublet shows a remarkable asymmetry,
without evidence of blue wing or P-Cygni profiles (Figure [16], upper right).
While Berger et al. (2009) invoke gas inflowing from outer layers to explain
this feature, Humphreys et al. (2011) argue that self-absorption is highly
unlikely for a forbidden emission line, and ascribe the observed asymmetry
to electron scattering in an expanding envelope. The Ca II triplet presents
a narrow absorption component due to interstellar medium, along with a
varying number of broad absorption lines: on August 23 only a single broad
absorption component is detected, while on June 6 three different absorption
lines appear redward of the emission peak at 30, 80 and 200 km s−1, with
velocity widths of 200, 40 and 100 km s−1, respectively (Figure [16], lower
panel). Other features include Fe II and He I, as well as narrow OI and Na I
lines: these narrow lines may originate in the interstellar medium or in a slow
moving wind coming from the progenitor. Since oxygen is not abundant in
the interstellar medium, the second scenario seems more reasonable (Berger
et al. 2009).
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Figure 16: High resolution spectra of NGC300OT. On the upper left, Hα
velocity profile taken at four different epochs. Red dashed lines indicate
Lorentzian fit while blue dashed lines represent gaussian fits. The same is
reproduced on the upper right for one of the [Ca II] doublet lines and in the
lower panel for one of the Ca II triplet lines (Figure from Berger et al. 2009).
2.3 Progenitors of SN2008S and NGC300OT
Similarly to SN2008S, the progenitor of NGC300OT was detected by Prieto
(2008) in archival Spitzer images (Figure [17], left panel). The Spectral
Energy Distribution (SED) built from observations at 3.6, 4.5, 5.8, 8.0 and
24 µm is compatible with a ∼340 K black body with luminosity of ∼5.6 x
104 L (Figure [17], right panel). No detection within 5σ was obtained from
the archival HST images (Berger et al. 2009) (Figure [18], left panel). The
inferred zero age main sequence mass is dependent on the stellar model, but it
is around ∼10 M (Thompson et al. 2009). The progenitor of NGC300OT is
therefore identified as a massive star, in analogy with SN2008S, compatible
with a super-AGB enclosed in a dusty cocoon. The study performed by
Thompson et al. (2009) on the mid-infrared color-magnitude diagram of M33
reveals that the progenitors of NGC300OT and SN2008S are intrinsically rare
and lay at the red end of the AGB branch. In addition, they populate a region
clearly separated from LBVs, suggesting their outbursts to be different classes
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Figure 17: Left: a luminous source is clearly detected in archival Spitzer
images at the location of NGC300OT. On the upper left side of each sub-
panel the observed wavelength in µm is dislayed (figure from Berger et al.
2009). Right, SED of NGC300OT and SN2008S progenitors, built using
Spitzer observations (black circles) and Hubble Space Telescope upper limits
(triangles). The two stars, like their transients, share analogous properties
(Figures from Berger et al. 2009).
of gap transients (Figure [18], right panel). It is reamarkable, however, that
the progenitors of NGC300OT and SN2008S differ from other extreme-AGB
stars identified in M33, as they do not show clear variability in timescale of
years, as opposed to the other 18 sources studied. Their small variability
could be explained with high frequency thermal pulses that make their mass
loss episodes appear as a steady wind (Thompson et al. 2009).
Despite this consistent scenario, a somewhat discrepant estimate for the mass
of the NGC300OT progenitor is given by Gogarten et al. (2009). They sug-
gested an alternative approach to the methods used by Prieto et al. (2008)
and Botticella et al. (2009) and studied the stellar population surrounding
the progenitor, with the advantage of avoiding the significant uncertainties
that aﬄict stellar evolution models (hence the resulting mass estimate). Most
transients occur in the late and fast evolving stages of stellar evolution: if
the age of the neighbouring stars is known, then the mass of the progenitor
can be constrained through the main sequence turnoff mass, which becomes
a lower limit. This method assumes that the examined stars share the same
age and metallicity, and can only be adopted when the surrounding stars are
resolved, which is obviously the case of by NGC 300. Gogarten et al. (2009)
find that the age of the stellar population enclosing the transient ranges from
8 to 13 Myr, corresponding to a turnoff mass of 12-17 M. Such stars would
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Figure 18: Left: no source is detected in the images taken from the HST at
the position of NGC300OT (Figure from Berger et al. 2009). Right: color-
magnitude diagram highlighting the peculiar location of the NGC300OT pro-
genitor. On the diagram stars from M33 are also shown: open circles denote
extreme AGB candidates, while open triangles indicate LBV candidates. A
few yellow hypergiants, well-studied LBVs and SN2008S are added for com-
parison (Figure from Thompson et al. 2009)
not lead to the explosion of an EC-SN, so the transient NGC300OT must
be interpreted in a different way, for example as an LBV-like outburst from
a star more massive than 20 M (Smith et al. 2009). In order to discrimi-
nate between the terminal explosion and the non-terminal eruption scenarios,
late time imaging to detect the surviving star in the mid to infrared domains
becomes crucial (section 2.5).
2.4 SED Evolution and the Role of Dust
Observing the absorption spectrum of NGC300OT at maximum, Humphreys
et al. (2011) infer an intrinsic colour of (B-V)0 ∼0.4 mag, leading to the
estimate a total absorption of AV = 1.2 mag, coming both from interstellar
extinction and circumstellar material. Applying this correction, the analysis
of the SED at the second day from detection yields a temperature of 7500
K for the photosphere, and suggests the presence of dust emitting as a black
body at 715 K (Figure [19], left panel). The luminosity at maximum of
the OT was 1.5 x 107 L. Given the temperature measured from the SED,
the resulting radius of the photosphere is ∼11 AU, while the 715 K dust is
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Figure 19: Left panel: early SED of NGC300OT, well fitted with a 7500
K black body from the expanding photosphere, a Free-Free component and
a coll black body with a temperature of 715 K representing dust emission.
Filled squares represent observed photometry, while magnitudes corrected
for AV = 1.2 mag are shown as filled circles. Right panel: SED evolution of
NGC300OT. The SED becomes steadily redder with time, consistently with
the progressive formation of dust. The SED of the progenitor is shown in
black for comparison (Figures from Humphreys et al. 2011)
distant ∼1500 AU from the star (Humphreys et al. 2011). The SED becomes
redder with time (Figure [19], right panel), likely due to dust formation as
the environment cools down.
Mid-infrared observations may offer valuable information on the role of the
dust (Prieto et al. 2009): the spectrum of NGC300OT taken by Spitzer 93
days after discovery shows broad features at 8 µm and 12 µm, which are
likely associated with carbon rich dust (Figure [20], left panel). The late
time SED of NGC300OT is well fitted by three black bodies (Figure [20],
right panel):
1. Photosphere: T1 ∼3890 K, R1 ∼11 AU
2. Hot dust: T2 ∼1500 K, R2 ∼67 AU
3. Warm dust: T3 ∼485 K, R3 ∼515 AU
While the first blackbody can be easily attributed to the photosphere, the
other two components require some discussion. The second component may
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Figure 20: On the left, low-resolution spectrum of NGC300OT taken in the
mid-infrared 93 days after the detection of the transient. This final spectrum
was obtained mediating 20 spectra: the error bars show the root mean square
of each pixel after the combination. On the right panel is shown a fit of three
black bodies at different temperatures to the optical and infrared data taken
93 days after the detection of NGC300OT. Optical and near-infrared fluxes
are measured by Bond et al. (2009). The three components represent the
photosphere, the hot dust and the warm dust. The progenitor SED is shown
for comparison (Figures from Prieto et al. 2009)
.
arise from dust formed after the explosion, as proposed by Botticella et al.
(2009) for SN2008S. Indeed, its radius of ∼67 AU combined with the time
passed after the first detection of the transient suggest an expansion velocity
of ∼1000 km s−1, compatible with the velocities measured from optical spec-
tra by Humphreys et al. (2011) and Berger et al. (2009). It is unlikely that
the second component comes from preexisting dust: assuming a sublimation
temperature of 1500 K for the dust grains, Prieto et al. (2009) find that
the dust-free cavity generated by the explosion ranges from 80 to 250 AU,
depending on the emissivity law assumed, hence supporting the new dust
formation scenario. On the other hand, the third component lies at ∼515
AU, well outside the dust-free cavity: to reach such distance with a constant
expansion the ejecta would need a velocity of ∼8000 km s−1, much larger
than velocities inferred from optical spectral lines. Therefore the third com-
ponent must originate from preexisting dust, warmed up but not destroyed
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Figure 21: Left: mid-infrared spectrum of NGC300OT, after subtraction of
the continuum, along with three spectra of SN IIP (their phase in days is
reported in brackets). The lack of narrow components of Ni, Ar, Ne and Co is
evident in NGC300OT. Right panel: the same spectrum is compared to those
of Galactic proto-planetary nebulae. NGC300OT bears strong similarities to
Carbon rich proto-planetary nebulae, as both display broad emission features
at around 8 µm and 12 µm (Figures from Prieto et al. 2009)
by the outburst.
In Figure [21] the mid-infrared spectrum of NGC300OT is compared with
typical spectra of SNIIP and proto-planetary nebulae. No fine-structure lines
of Fe peak elements are visible in the spectrum. This proves that the dust
is not primarily heated by the radioactive decay of 56Ni and 56Co, setting
NGC300OT apart from classical SN IIP (Figure [21], left panel). How-
ever, this result does not rule out a terminal explosion, since it is consistent
with the low 56Ni mass production measured by Botticella et al. (2009) for
SN2008S, as well as the low 56Ni predicted by Wanajo et al. (2009) for EC-
SNe. The similarities between NGC300OT and the carbon rich spectra of
proto-planetary nebulae as well as the lack of typical silicates features in-
dicate that the composition of the dust surrounding the transient is likely
dominated by carbon (Figure [21], right panel).
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Figure 22: Left panel: Spitzer images of the NGC300OT progenitor and the
transient observed in 2015, seven years after maximum. Green circles are
5” large. The difference between the two epochs show that the transient is
now much fainter than the progenitor at both 3.6 and 4.5 µm. On the right,
light curves at 4.5 µm for SN2008S (red pentagons) and NGC300OT (black
squares). The luminosity of the progenitors is shown as a solid line, with
1σ uncertainties shown as dashed lines. Both objects are well below their
progenitor luminosity (Figures from Adams et al. 2016).
2.5 Late Time Imaging of the Progenitor Sites
Adams et al. (2016) have continued monitoring the two prototypes of ILRT
using HST, Spitzer, LBT, the Chandra X-rays observatory and the Magellan
Telescope. The X-ray observations of SN2008S on 2012 May 21 do not iden-
tify a counterpart to the transient. Likewise, 4 years after the first detection,
only upper limits can be measured in the optical and near infrared bands.
Conversely, the investigation with Spitzer has produced light curves for both
NGC300OT and SN2008S at 3.6 and 4.5 µm, showing that the two tran-
sients are now more than 15 times fainter than their quiescent progenitors in
the mid-infrared (Figure [22]). This constrain is significant, and favours the
scenario in which ILRT are the terminal explosions of the progenitor stars,
leaving behind a compact remnant (likely a neutron star). However, it is
still possible that the progenitors survived and are now being obscured by
dust formed in the ejecta, as described in section [2.4]. Such dusty shell has
an optical depth that decreases with time, as the grains are geometrically
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Figure 23: Monte Carlo results for the luminosity of the surviving star and
optical depth of the dust shell. Three different temperatures are chosen for
the obscured star: T∗ = 3500, 10000 and 30000 K. The top row is rela-
tive to NGC300OT, while the bottom row represents SN2008S. Progenitors
luminosities and relative 1σ uncertainties are reported for comparison as hor-
izontal lines and gray shading. The points are colored depending on the mass
ejected, calculated from equation [1] and assuming κ = 100 cm2g−1 (Figure
from Adams et al. 2016).






where τ is the optical depth, t is time, Mej is the ejected mass, ve is the expan-
sion velocity of the dusty shell and κ is the opacity. Using a Markov Chain
Monte Carlo wrapper around the radiative transfer code DUSTY, Adams
et al. (2016) present several possible surviving systems, depending on the
luminosity of the star and on the optical depth of the obscuring dust. Figure
[23] reports three different temperature scenarios for the surviving star: T∗
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= 3500 K, compatible with an AGB star similar to the progenitors of the
transients, T∗ = 10000 K, consistent with a star on a blue loop as suggested
by Humphreys et al. (2011), and finally T∗ = 30000 K. If the surviving stars
present similar temperatures and luminosities to the progenitors (Figure [23],
left panels), the sources observed by Adams et al. (2016) must be obscured
by a dust shell with τ > 100 for NGC300OT and τ > 10 for SN2008S. If the
surviving stars are significantly fainter than the progenitors, lower optical
depths are allowed. The lower right panel of Figure [23] shows, for SN2008S,
a very hot (T∗ = 30000 K) and unobscured (τ ∼ 0) surviving star with the
luminosity of the progenitor. With T∗ > 45000 K it is possible to obtain the
same result for NGC300OT. However, there are lower limits to the optical
depth inferred from Kochanek (2011) that set the condition τ > 15, not al-
lowing the existence of a hot surviving star with the progenitor luminosity.
Despite being physically consistent, most of these models require an ejected
mass > 1 M, and it is still unclear whether stars with M ∼10 M can with-
stand such a large, non-teminal mass loss in a short amount of time . The
most promising explanation remains therefore a terminal explosion, where
the late mid-infrared luminosity is provided by the interaction between the
ejecta and the CSM (Kochanek 2011) or radioactive decay (Botticella et al.
2009). Future monitoring in the mid-infrared may solve the residual uncer-
tainties on the nature of ILRT: if their fluxes keep decreasing, the theory of
a surviving star enshrouded by dust will require increasingly unreasonable




Images of the transient were obtained through the observations of several tele-
scopes over 18 months. The list of telescopes and instruments used, along with
their main features, is reported in Table [1]. A typical example of an early phase
image, with the identification of our target, is reported in Figure [24]. Pre-reduction
steps of the imaging frames are performed through standard IRAF tasks: the
frames are trimmed to keep only the relevant portion of the images, then master-
bias and master-flat images are obtained respectively running the tasks ZERO-
COMBINE and FLATCOMBINE. Flat and bias frames are combined through
median instead of the average to properly remove the contribution from outliers.
3.1 Photometry with SNOoPY
Instrumental magnitudes and subsequent calibration are obtained through SNOoPY
(SuperNOva PhotometrY Cappellaro (2014)), a dedicated pipeline designed for
PSF fitting of multi-wavelenght data acquired from different instruments and tele-
scopes. SNOoPY consists in a series of Python scripts calling IRAF standard tasks
through PYRAF Tartaglia (2015). Main parameters of different instruments are
recorded in a file called snoopy.default, which has been updated with the specifics
of the different telescopes: fundamental instrument features are the RON, GAIN
and scale of the telescope, as well as the filters used. Other fundamental quan-
tities, such as the Modified Julian Date (MJD), the airmass affecting the obser-
vation, the exposition time or the coordinates of the observed field are found in
the header of each image. The seeing is measured by selecting non-saturated stars
through the task ECSEEING, which evaluates their mean Full Width at Half Max-
imum (FWHM). All the images are then astrometrized with the task ECASTRO
by identifying some of the stars in the observed field with the stars available in the
USNO-A2.0 catalogue (Figure [25]).
The subsequent step was to determine a model Point Spread Function (PSF) in
each frame. To do this, isolated and unsaturated stars (Figure [26]) were manually
selected and their profiles were averaged through the task ECPSF. Stars that were
saturated or in crowded environments were not taken into account to compute the
PSF model; however they still proved useful, as SNOoPY records instrumental
magnitudes obtained from aperture photometry of all stars considered, as well as
their positions. These pieces of information were fundamental when computing
the subsequent calibration.
Finally, the PSF model is fit at the transient position: the task ECSNFIT allows
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Figure 24: Indentification of the transient NGC300OT on an r-band image taken
with the Swope Telescope on 2008 June 27. On the lower left of the first panel it
is possible to see the galaxy NGC 300.
Figure 25: Left panel: Swope image of NGC300OT taken with an r filter on 2008
May 30. Right panel: USNO-A2 catalogue centered on the same coordinates. The
conversion from pixel to physical units is obtained matching some of the observed
stars (circled in green on the left panel) with the corresponding stars in USNO-
A2 catalogue (circled in red on the right panel). Note the presence of the bright
transient highlighted in blue in the Swope image, which is obviously missing in
the reference catalogue.
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Telescope Diam Location Instrument Scale Filters
PROMPT 1.3 m CTIO Apogee 0.585 U,B,V,R,I; g,r,i,z
Swope 1 m LCO SITe#3 0.435 B,V and u,g,r,i,z
Gemini South 8.1 m GO GMOS-S 0.146 r,i,z
Magellan Clay 6.5 m LCO LDSS3-Two 0.371 g,r,i,z
NTT 3.58 m La Silla EFOSC, SOFI 0.24, 0.288 U,B,V,R,I,J,H,K
REM 0.6 m La Silla ROSS, REMIR 0.575, 1.22 V,R,I,J,H,K
Table 1: List of telescopes used for photometry. The diameter reported is that of
the primary mirror of the telescope. The scale is in units of arcsec pixel−1.
NTT = New Technology Telescope, REM = Rapid Eye Mount
CTIO = Cerro Tololo Inter-American Observatory, LCO = Las Campanas Obser-
vatory, GO = Gemini Observatory
Figure 26: Examples of standard and problematic stellar profiles taken from a
Magellan image, g band. From top left to bottom right we show an isolated,
unsaturated star, a saturated star, a crowded environment and an example of a
mediated profile. When the situation is less obvious it is possible to quantitatively
compare the Moffat fit result with the average result for the stars in the same
image. Five stars are usually enough to build a good PSF model.
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Figure 27: NGC300OT observed by the Gemini South Observatory at three differ-
ent epochs in r band: 7-1-2009, 19-5-2009, 26-8-2009. Note the ”fast” decline in
luminosity of the target. In the right panel is shown our last detection of the object
in r band. Subsequent observations, performed in November 2009, can only give
upper limits to the luminosity, since the object is no longer clearly visible.
to fit the local analytic PSF to the target, evaluating the background in an annulus
defined by the user (by default between 2 and 3 times the FWHM of the tar-
get) while subtracting the transient’s flux contribution. This measure of the back-
ground is then used along with the analytic PSF to fit the object profile and mea-
sure its instrumental magnitude. The error on this procedure was obtained through
ECARTERR, which places many artificially created star close to the target, with
magnitudes and profiles coincident with that inferred for the object. The disper-
sion of the artificial stars’ instrumental magnitudes gives the root mean square
(rms) associated with the instrumental magnitude of the transient, which must be
summed in quadrature with the PSF fitting error given by DAOPHOT. When the
signal to noise ratio is low (≤ 2.5) the target becomes difficult to be discriminated
from the background. A dedicated task called ECLIMIT estimates an upper limit
to the luminosity of the object. This feature becomes particularly useful during
the late stages, when the transient fades significantly (Figure [27]).
In order to calibrate the instrumental magnitudes, it is necessary to build a cata-
logue of standard stars. This can be done using the task ECZEROPOINT, which
retrieves magnitudes and coordinates of the reference stars inside the field of a
given image from the sloan, apass, panstarrs or skymapper catalogue. A large
number or reference stars are contained in the Prompt field (9.9’ x 9.9’). The
magnitudes and coordinates of a few additional stars, located in a more peripheral
position from NGC300OT, have been manually added to our reference catalogue.
The calibration is performed by solving the following equations for each star, in
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each band:
m0,λ − mλ = aλ + bλ(colour) (2)
where mλ is the instrumental magnitude, m0,λ is the calibrated magnitude, aλ is the
Zero Point (ZP) and bλ is the Colour Term (CT). Both ZPs and CTs can usually
be found among the instrument information, or they can be retrieved through a
least square solution knowing the magnitudes of the reference stars. While the
Colour Term for a defined instrumental configuration remains roughly constant,
the Zero Point can change significantly even during the same night. To account
for this, the task ECNIGHTCAL compares the measured magnitudes of the refer-
ence stars with those of the catalogue. The difference between the observed and
the catologual magnitudes gives the zero corrections in each filter for each night
(Figure [28]).
Finally, the task ECSNCAL receives as input the instrumental magnitudes, CT and
ZP corrections for individual nights and produces the calibrated apparent magni-
tudes as output. The results in different bands are ready to be displayed as light
curves.
3.2 Spectroscopy
We collected 22 optical spectra, spanning a period of 8 months from the discovery
of the transient, and 2 NIR spectra, taken on 2008 October 08 and 2009 Octo-
ber 12, respectively. The log of the observations, along with information about
the instruments used, is reported in Table [2]. The reduction of the spectra is ob-
tained using standard IRAF tasks contained in the CTIOSLIT package. We extract
monodimensional spectra with the task APALL, performing an optimized extrac-
tion along the dispersion axis, after subtracting the sky lines. The wavelength
calibration is achieved through the task IDENTIFY, with which we compare the
extracted 1d-spectrum with He, Ne or Ar lamps spectra taken with the same in-
strumental configuration. The resolution of the spectra is measured through the
mean FWHM of unblended sky lines. The flux calibration is performed using
the observation of a standard star. This procedure has an accuracy of typically
10-15%, limited by the sky conditions and the errors in positioning the slit on the
target. We subsequently check the resulting calibration against our multi-band
photometric data. In particular, we use the task CALCPHOT, contained in the
package STSDAS, to obtain the magnitude in a specific band for each spectrum.
The difference between the magnitude obtained through the photometry and the
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Figure 28: Example of Zero Point calibration for a non-photometric night. On the
Y axis is shown the zero difference between measured and catalogue magnitudes,
which will be adopted as ZP correction. The blue point has been discarded due to
high discrepancy with other data. In general, faint reference stars are less reliable
than bright ones.
Figure 29: Flux calibration for the spectra taken on 2008 June 13 and 2008 May
16, respectively. For the first spectrum the correction factor is simply a constant,
while for the second one a wavelength dependent parameter is applied.
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Date Telescope+Instrument Grism Range (Å) Res (Å) Exp. time (s)
2008-05-16 BMagellan+IMACSshort g200 4000-10500 6 100x2
2008-05-30 DuPont+B&C g300 3500-9600 8 300
2008-06-04 DuPont+B&C g300 3500-9600 8 300
2008-06-06 NTT+EFOSC gm3-gm5 3300-9200 B11 R15 1460x2
2008-06-11 CMagellan+LDSS3 - 3700-9800 4 300x3
2008-06-13 NTT+EFOSC gm3-gm5 3300-9200 B11 R15 1460x2
2008-06-15 NTT+EFOSC gm3-gm5 3300-9200 B11 R15 1460x2
2008-06-16 BMagellan+IMACSlong g300 3700-7900 4 300x3
2008-07-01 VLT+FORS 300V 3300-9200 11 1800
2008-07-02 VLT+UVES SHP700+HER 5 3400-8000 B0.12 R0.36 1500x6
2008-07-05 NTT+EFOSC gm3-gm5 3300-9200 B11 R15 1460x2
2008-07-08 VLT+FORS 300V 3300-9200 11 2160
2008-07-15 NTT+EFOSC gm3-gm5 3300-9200 B11 R15 1460x2
2008-07-23 CTIO4m+R-CSpec KPGL3-1 4000-7600 5 720
2008-07-24 CTIO4m+R-CSpec KPGL3-1 4000-7600 5 1200
2008-07-25 CTIO4m+R-CSpec KPGL3-1 4000-7600 5 1200
2008-08-05 NTT+EFOSC gm3-gm5 3300-9200 B11 R15 1460x2
2008-09-17 CMagellan+LDSS3 VPH-All 3700-9400 6 900
2008-10-02 Palomar200i+DBSP 300/3990+158/7500 3300-10300 B11 R16 1800x2
2008-10-08 TNG+NICS IJ+HK 8700-24700 IJ16 HK30 –
2008-10-14 WHT+ISIS R158R+R300B 3400-10200 B4 R6 600x3
2009-01-07 CMagellan+LDSS3 VPH-All 4000-8000 6 1580
2009-01-21 CMagellan+LDSS3 VPH-All 4000-8000 6 1800
2009-10-12 VLT+X-Shooter - 10100-24400 3.6 300
Table 2: Log of spectroscopic observations along with main features of the instru-
ments used. FORS spectra were taken from Patat et al. (2010).
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where I0 and I are the fluxes before and after the correction, and M is the magni-
tude, either obtained through photometry or through spectroscopy. All quantities
are wavelength dependent, hence the subscript λ. We observe two cases, in our
spectra: either the correction factor I / I0 does not vary with λ, or there is a linear
dependence with λ. In the latter case, a linear function was applied to flux-correct
the spectrum. An example of both instances is shown in Figure [29].
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4 Photometry
NGC300OT was intensively studied, with extensive photometric and spectroscopic
data sets published by other authors, as described in Section [2]. In particular,
Humphreys et al. (2011) and Bond et al. (2009) provided optical and NIR photo-
metric observations from 2008 May 14 to 2009 June 1, and optical spectra from
2008 May 15 to 2009 January 20. They also obtained one NIR-spectrum, on
2009 July 19, but with low resolution and modest S/N. Berger et al. (2009) pro-
vided high resolution spectra from May to August 2008, and Adams et al. (2016)
obtained very late IR photometry, between 2010 and 2015. In this context, our
photometric data provide new coverage of the transient during the late phases, in
particular until 2009 November 16. NIR observations span even further, with the
latest measures taken in K-band on 2010 January 23. Our optical spectra provide
additional sampling to the existing literature, especially during the early phases in
June and July 2008. Finally, we present for the first time two NIR spectra with
good S/N for NGC300OT.
4.1 Optical Ligh Curves
The optical follow up campaign started on 2008 May 16 and was stopped on 2009
November 16. The apparent light curves are shown in figure [30]. Due to the lack
of tight constraints on the explosion epoch, we adopt the discovery date, 2008
April 22, as reference epoch. The actual peak was not observed, as the object
was behind the sun: thus we refer to our first, brightest observations as the ”peak
luminosity”. Three main phases can be identified from the light curve shapes.
Up to ∼ 55 days the luminosity of the transient declines very slowly, with the
decline rate (γ1) being lower for the red bands (eg, rRiI). This pseudo-plateau
phase is followed by a fast decline (γ2) between 55 and 155 days after explosion
epoch, with blue bands (eg, BgV) declining faster. Although SN 2008S did not
show a pseudo-plateau, the magnitude decrease during this phase is remarkably
similar to that of NGC300OT (Botticella et al. 2009). On the other hand, the ILRT
AT 2017be shows a pseudo-plateau phase followed by a much slower decline (∼
2 mag/100days) compared to NGC300OT (Cai et al. 2018). After 155 days, a
slower linear decline phase (γ3) starts. The decline rate values are reported in
Table [3], along with the absolute magnitudes at peak for each band, calculated as
described in Section [4.4]. NGC300OT at peak appears to be ∼ 2 mag fainter in
R-band than SN 2008S. In order to compare the ugriz magnitudes with UBVRI
magnitudes, it is necessary to convert both set of data in the same magnitude scale,
scaling by the following zero point values:
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Figure 30: Upper panels: multi-band optical light curves of NGC300OT. The
UBVRI magnitudes are calibrated to the Vega magnitude scale, while the sloan
ugriz magnitudes are calibrated using the AB magnitude scale. Empty symbols
represent upper mangnitude limits. Lower left: Sloan r and R-band magnitudes
from this work, compared with the R-band magnitudes from Humphreys et al.
(2011). Lower right: the same comparison is shown for i (Vega) and I bands. The
Sloan r and i-magnitudes are scaled to the Vega system.
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Filter Mmax γ1 (mag/100days) γ2 (mag/100days) γ3 (mag/100days)
U -10.76 ± 0.36 2.38 ± 0.47 – –
B -11.03 ± 0.05 1.98 ± 0.16 4.5 ± 0.5 –
V -11.90 ± 0.02 1.11 ± 0.10 4.41 ± 0.35 –
R -12.27 ± 0.02 0.72 ± 0.10 3.95 ± 0.1 1.18 ± 0.03
I -12.66 ± 0.03 0.45 ± 0.08 3.75 ± 0.3 1.51 ± 0.05
u -10.94 ± 0.04 2.57 ± 0.44 – –
g -11.44 ± 0.02 1.69 ± 0.11 5.74 ± 0.3 1.34 ± 0.18
r -12.36 ± 0.03 1.14 ± 0.08 4.06 ± 0.3 1.21 ± 0.05 (a)
i -12.70 ± 0.03 0.64 ± 0.10 3.38 ± 0.3 1.38 ± 0.07
z -12.91 ± 0.03 0.24 ± 0.09 3.32 ± 0.07 1.41 ± 0.03
Table 3: Peak magnitudes and magnitude decline rates during the three different
phases for the optical bands.
(a) For the r-band, the latest phase can be separated into two periods: from 155 to
240 days the decline is shallower (0.85 ± 0.09 mag/100days), and in this period
the r-band becomes more luminous than the i-band. After 240 days the linear
decline (1.37 ± 0.14 mag/100days) becomes compatible with that of the i and
z-bands.






The UBVRI and ugriz magnitudes are consistent with the ones published by
Humphreys et al. (2011) (Figure [30]), except for the i band. After 200 days
from discovery, we note a systematic discrepancy between i and I bands. This
can be explained through the different width of the Johnson Cousins and Sloan
transmission filters, that cover different features of the spectrum of NGC300OT.
The response curves of the standard UBVRI and ugriz filters are shown in (Figure
[31]), along with a spectrum of the transient. In Table [4] we report the differ-
ences between the i and I magnitudes obtained from the photometry and from
the spectrophotometry. There is a mismatch in the epochs in which photome-
try and spectra were taken, preventing a coeval comparison, but there is a clear
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Date (i-I)phot (i-I)spec
2008-05-16 0.38 ± 0.03 0.44
2008-05-30 0.39 ± 0.02 0.47
2008-06-04 0.42 ± 0.03 0.51
2008-06-11 0.43 ± 0.02 0.48
2008-06-13 0.41 ± 0.01 0.50
2008-06-16 0.42 ± 0.03 0.51
2008-07-01 0.47 ± 0.06 0.49
2008-07-05 0.48 ± 0.02 0.54
2008-07-08 0.50 ± 0.03 0.54
2008-07-10 0.55 ± 0.03 0.49





2008-10-26 0.52 ± 0.11 ——
2008-11-02 0.60 ± 0.09 ——
2008-12-09 0.79 ± 0.10 ——
Table 4: Difference between Sloan i-band (ABmag) and Johnson Cousins I-band
(Vega mag) magnitudes. Data in the second and third column are obtained from
photometry and spectrophotometry, respectively. The large difference observed in
the i and I-bands is explained with the flux contribution of the strong Ca II NIR
triplet, which is contained in the Johnson Cousins I passband but not in the Sloan
i passband.
trend where both sets of data systematically increase the magnitude gap between
i and I-band. This suggests that the origin of the discrepancy lies in the different
wavelength window of the filters used.
4.2 NIR Light Curves
NIR observations are crucial for ILRTs, since the contribution of these bands to
the total luminosity of the transient is significant at all epochs. Our late time
sampling (>400 days) is coherent with a linear decline in magnitude, and the
early time observations are overall consistent with the ones published in the liter-
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Figure 31: Sloan and Johnson bands overlapped to a spectrum of NGC300OT
(2008 October 14), plotted in logarithmic scale. In particular, the I band covers the
Ca II NIR triplet feature (around 8500 Å), while the i band cuts it off completely.
This leads to a significant difference in magnitude when this feature becomes more
relevant than the underlying continuum.
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Figure 32: Left panel: our J, H and K-band light curves of NGC300OT. Right
panel: NIR light curves published by Humphreys et al. (2011). The epoch (around
200 days) with discrepant photometry between the two data sets obtained is high-
lighted with a grey patch.
Filter Mmax γ1 (mag/100days) γ2 (mag/100days) γ3 (mag/100days)
J -13.34 ± 0.04 0.12 ± 0.11 2.78 ± 0.19 1.19 ± 0.04
H -13.77 ± 0.23 -0.18 ± 0.11 2.47 ± 0.26 1.05 ± 0.1
K -14.49 ± 0.07 -0.33 ± 0.20 2.33 ± 0.16 0.66 ± 0.08
Table 5: NIR peak magnitudes and decline rates in three different phases.
ature (Humphreys et al. 2011). A notable exception, however, is the observation
on 2008 November 14, which is systematically fainter in all three bands than
Humphreys et al. (2011) photometry, in particular over 2 mag fainter in the K-
band (Figure [32]). Our NIR data set was taken with the REM telescope up until
2008 November 14, while thereafter the observations were performed with SOFI
at the New Technology Telescope (NTT). Both instruments mounted a K-short
band filter, so the discrepancy is not due to the different spectral range observed.
The zero point calibration performed with 2MASS standard stars appears reliable
(Figures [33] and [34]). Since we do not see any clear reason to discard such
observation, we perform the following analysis separately on the two data sets:
the first one contains only our original, unpublished measures (OAPD set), while
in the second one we replace our NIR measures between 139 (2008 September
26) and 295 days (2008 December 17) after explosion with those of Humphreys
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Filter γ2 (mag/100days) γ2’ (mag/100days)
J 2.78 ± 0.19 2.83 ± 0.1
H 2.47 ± 0.26 1.74 ± 0.21
K 2.33 ± 0.16 1.67 ± 0.16
Table 6: Comparison of the magnitude decline after the pseudo-plateau phase for
OAPD (γ2) and Humphreys (γ2’) data sets.
Figure 33: K-band images of NGC300OT at 144, 203 and 389 days after discov-
ery. Local standard stars are included in the field for reference. Our reduction
yields a magnitude of 15.2 mag for NGC300OT on 2008 November 14, and in-
deed the transient appears to be fainter than all the reference stars displayed.
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Figure 34: Zero point calibration for the K-band observation on 2008 November
14. After rejecting three outliers (indicated with blue points), the calibration is
solid. The standard stars are retrieved from the 2MASS catalogue.
et al. (2011) (Humphreys set). The NIR light curves show a behaviour similar
to the optical light curves (Table [5]): an early pseudo-plateau and a fast decline,
followed by a shallower linear decline at late epochs. The Humphreys data set
shows similar time scales to the optical light curves, with a pseudo-plateau lasting
up to ∼ 60 days and a sharp decline ending roughly after day 160. For the OAPD
set, however, the sharp decline lasts until day 200, and a significant rebrightening
appears in the K-band, before the light curve settles back onto a linear decline
(Table [6]).
4.3 Host Galaxy Distance and Reddening
The galaxy hosting the transient is the well-studied NGC 300, classified as SA(s)d
by de Vaucouleurs et al. (1991). In the NASA/IPAC Extra-galactic Database
(NED), a redshift of z = 0.000480 ± 0.00003 is reported along with 75 indepen-
dent measures of the distance of NGC 300. Many of them are quite old estimates,
hence we select 9 recent works, chosen among those with lowest uncertainty and
prioritizing primary distance indicators such as Cepheids and the RGB tip, but in-
cluding also measures done with Planetary Nebulae (PNLF) and Globular Clusters
Luminosity Function (GCLF) (Table 7). The final value for the distance modulus
is obtained through a weighted mean of these distance values, adopting their er-
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Author (et al) Year Method m-M (mag) D (Mpc)
Gieren 2005 Cepheids 26.37 ± 0.07 1.88
Tully 2013 Cepheids 26.48 ± 0.06 1.98
Bhardway 2016 Cepheids 26.28 ± 0.05 1.80
Rizzi 2006 RGB Tip 26.36 ± 0.02 1.87
Dalcanton 2009 RGB Tip 26.53 ± 0.03 2.02
Jacobs 2009 RGB Tip 26.59 ± 0.06 2.08
Pena 2012 PNLF 26.29 ± 0.22 1.81
Julie 2006 GCLF 26.71 ± 0.14 2.20
Gogarten 2010 Red Clump 26.43 ± 0.09 1.93
Final Value 26.42 ± 0.15 1.92
Table 7: Distance estimates of NGC 300 from NED (see text for details).
rors as weights. The error associated to the final estimate is determined using the
standard deviation of the data from the weighted mean. We follow this approach
since the weighted mean error results unreasonably small and does not account for
the observed scatter of the values. The Galactic reddening towards NGC 300 is
determined from Schlafly & Finkbeiner (2011), providing a colour excess is E(B-
V) = 0.0109 ± 0.0001 mag. The host galaxy reddening to the object is estimated
from the equivalent width of the interstellar NaID lines in high resolution spectra,
yielding E(B-V) = 0.05 ± 0.05 mag (Berger et al. 2009).
4.4 Absolute and Colour Light Curves
We obtain the absolute magnitudes from the apparent ones through the relation:
MX = mX − µ − AX (4)
where MX is the absolute magnitude in the X band, mX is the apparent magnitude
in X band, µ is the distance modulus and AX is the absorption in the X band.
The absorption in a generic X band is calculated starting from the reddening E(B-
V) and applying the extinction laws from Cardelli et al. (1989). The resulting
absolute and colour light curves are shown in Figure [35]. Except for the U-B
colour, which remains roughly constant (∼ 0.3 mag) during the observed period,
all colours show different behaviours before and after the ∼100 days mark. During
the first phase, B-V, V-R and R-I increase steadily (to 1.21 ± 0.03, 0.93 ± 0.05 and
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Figure 35: Absolute and colour light curves of NGC300OT. The star marker in the
upper panel denotes the discovery of the object. Colour light curves are shifted by
an arbitrary constant for clarity.
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Transient Class µ AV Reference
SN 2008S ILRT 28.78 ± 0.08 ∼ 2.1 Botticella et al. (2009)
AT 2017be ILRT 29.47 ± 0.15 0.28 ± 0.09 Cai et al. (2018)
AT 2017jfs LRN 32.7 ± 0.15 0.07 Pastorello et al. (2019)
M31-LRN2015 LRN 24.43 ± 0.06 0.37 ± 0.18 Williams et al. (2015)
SN 2000ch LBV 30.17 ± 0.56 0.04 Pastorello et al. (2010b)
SN 2005cs SN IIP 29.26 ± 0.33 0.15 Pastorello et al. (2009)
SN 1999br SN IIP 31.19 0.1 Pastorello et al. (2004)
SN 2005E Ca-rich 32.66 0.10 Perets et al. (2010)
SN 2012hn Ca-rich 32.14 ± 0.15 0.93 Valenti et al. (2014)
SN 2008ha SN I 31.64 0.25 Valenti et al. (2009)
Table 8: Distance moduli and reddening values used to compare various transients
(Gap Transients and faint SNEe) to NGC300OT.
0.73 ± 0.03 mag respectively). This can be interpreted as a cooling black body,
which becomes progressively redder with time. After ∼100 days the behaviour
become more complex: V-R steepens, while B-V and R-I start decreasing. On the
other hand, J-H remains roughly constant (∼ 0.5 mag) during the time interval,
while H-K displays a slow increase. During the second phase, both J-H and H-K
show a fast increase, with the object becoming severely red around 600 days (3.0
± 0.3 and 3.35 ± 0.15 mag respectively).
4.5 Comparison with Other Transients
In Figures [36] and [37] we compare the absolute and colour light curves of
NGC300OT with other Gap Transients as well as faint SN explosions. The dis-
tance modulus and absorption in the V-band adopted for each transient are re-
ported in Table [8], along with the reference paper. Among Gap Transients we
choose two ILRT (SN 2008S, AT 2017be), two LRN (M31-LRN2015, AT 2017jfs)
and one LBV outburst (SN 2000ch). Both the absolute light curves and the colour
curves of the three ILRT appear homogeneous in their evolution, with NGC300OT
being a fainter and redder twin of SN 2008S. The two LRN display a second peak
in their light curves, as well as fast increasing B-V and R-I, separating them from
the ILRT class. The erratic behaviour and bluer colours of the LBV SN 2000ch al-
low to discriminate this impostor from the other Gap Transients shown. In Figure
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Figure 36: Left panels: R and H-band absolute light curves for several Gap Tran-
sients. In particular, SN 2008S (ILRT), AT2017be (ILRT), AT2017jfs (LRN),
M31-LRN2015 (LRN) and SN 2000ch (LBV outburst). Right panels: B-V, R-I
and J-H colours for the same objects.
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[37] we display two faint SN IIP (SN 2005cs, SN 1999br), two Ca-rich transients
(SN 2005E, SN 2012hn) and a faint SN Iax (SN 2008ha). Ca-rich transients are
Type I SNe which lie on the bright end of the Gap (between -14 and -16.5 mag)
and have spectra characterized by strong [Ca II] doublet emission (see Tauben-
berger (2017) for a review in the context of thermonuclear SNe). The decline of
NGC300OT is definitely faster with respect to SN IIP, and the luminosity drop
is not as abrupt. At the same time, the other SN I show a much narrower peak.
Although without a perfect match, the colour evolution is more compatible with
SN IIP than, for instance, with Ca-rich transients, which show a faster colour
evolution at early phases.
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Figure 37: Top panel: R-band absolute light curve of NGC300OT compared with
those of several faint SNe. In particular, SN 2005cs (IIP), SN 2008ha (faint Iax),
SN 2005E (Ca-rich), SN 2012hn (Ca-rich), SN 1999br (IIP). Bottom panel: B-V
and R-I colour curves for the same objects.
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4.A Appendix
Here we report the results of our data reduction. A small sample of measures
has been taken from AAVSO (https://www.aavso.org), while some of the magni-
tudes measured have been inferred through spectrophotometry performed on our
spectra. The symbol * denotes an upper limit for the luminosity at that epoch.
Information on the instruments used are reported in Table [1].
Table A: Johnson-Cousins photometry of NGC300OT (Vega system).
Date JD U (err) B (err) V (err) R (err) I (err) Source
yyyymmdd -2400000
20080516 54602.89 ... 15.609(0.049) 14.688(0.023) 14.275(.016) 13.833(.025) PROMPT3+5
20080520 54606.88 15.920(0.361) 15.654(0.016) 14.700(0.019) 14.240(.012) 13.853(.025) PROMPT2+5
20080521 54607.84 ... ... ... 14.291(.060) 13.834(.038) REM
20080522 54608.83 ... ... 14.819(.072) 14.338(084) ... REM
20080523 54609.55 ... ... 14.819(0.021) 14.320(.015) 13.837(0.016) PROMPT5
20080524 54610.87 16.088(0.123) 15.719(0.018) ... ... ... PROMPT3
20080524 54610.87 16.065(0.191) 15.613(0.018) 14.892(0.023) 14.360(.011) 13.851(.016) PROMPT2+5
20080525 54611.87 ... 15.802(0.038) 14.869(0.025) ... ... PROMPT2
20080525 54611.87 16.089(0.383) 15.788(0.079) 14.866(0.025) 14.337(.031) 13.827(0.028) PROMPT3+5
20080529 54615.82 ... ... ... ... 13.851(.028) REM
20080529 54615.66 ... ... 14.9 (.2) 14.3 (.2) 13.8(.200) Monard AAVSO
20080530 54616.85 16.128(0.360) 15.742(0.020) 14.888(0.014) 14.407(.014) 13.897(0.02) PROMPT2+5
20080531 54617.85 16.147(0.288) 15.870(0.020) 14.900(0.015) 14.444(.013) 13.904(0.02) PROMPT2+5
20080602 54619.67 ... ... ... 14.4 (.2) ... Monard AAVSO
20080603 54620.63 ... ... ... 14.4 (.2) ... Monard AAVSO
20080606 54623.80 ... ... ... ... 13.908(.082) REM
20080606 54623.90 16.400(.018) 15.969(.008) 14.976(.009) 14.432(.011) ... EFOSC
20080607 54624.84 ... 16.056(0.023) 15.005(0.017) 14.475(0.012) 13.907(0.011) PROMPT2+5
20080608 54625.82 ... 16.023(0.037) 14.980(0.048) 14.450(0.035) 13.883(0.026) PROMPT3+5
20080609 54626.81 ... 15.998(0.030) 14.962(0.018) 14.401(0.010) 13.882(0.011) PROMPT4
20080609 54626.82 ... 16.022(0.021) 14.989(0.017) 14.508(0.015) 13.902(0.027) PROMPT2+5
20080610 54627.82 ... 16.030(0.030) 15.029(0.016) 14.422(0.012) 13.937(0.014) PROMPT3+5
20080611 54628.81 ... 16.112(0.049) 15.040(0.017) 14.408(0.017) 13.972(0.019) PROMPT4
20080611 54628.81 ... 16.012(0.025) 15.054(0.018) 14.453(0.015) 13.914(0.011) PROMPT3+5
20080612 54629.80 ... 16.130(0.117) 15.009(0.020) 14.431(0.015) 13.966(0.015) PROMPT4
20080612 54629.81 ... 16.185(0.024) 14.998(0.014) 14.480(0.012) 13.941(0.014) PROMPT2+5
20080613 54630.80 ... 16.220(0.054) 15.094(0.018) 14.492(0.010) 13.931(0.024) PROMPT4+5
20080613 54630.93 16.591(.013) ... ... ... ... EFOSC
20080614 54631.81 ... ... 15.116(0.018) 14.52(0.011) 13.921(0.017) PROMPT4
20080614 54631.81 ... ... 15.099(0.016) 14.47(0.014) 13.966(0.017) PROMPT5
20080615 54632.80 ... 16.23(0.032) 15.161(0.026) 14.50(0.011) 13.950(0.011) PROMPT4
20080615 54632.80 ... 16.18(0.023) 15.083(0.019) 14.52(0.014) 13.940(0.014) PROMPT2+5
20080615 54632.92 16.597(.011) ... ... ... ... EFOSC
20080616 54633.80 ... 16.20(0.022) ... 14.520(0.020) 13.95(0.011) PROMPT2+5
20080617 54634.80 ... 16.14(0.027) 15.218(0.017) 14.587 (0.014) 13.98(0.013) PROMPT2+5
20080620 54637.79 ... 16.259(0.058) 15.273(0.026) 14.532 (0.013) 13.97(0.014) PROMPT4
20080622 54639.79 ... 16.267(0.054) 15.295(0.036) 14.614 (0.021) 14.02(0.042) PROMPT4
20080622 54639.85 ... 16.307(0.044) 15.250(0.026) 14.601 (0.021) 13.99(0.023) PROMPT2+5
20080623 54640.78 ... 16.348(0.055) 15.246(0.024) 14.564 (0.012) 13.99(0.016) PROMPT4
20080623 54640.86 ... 16.428(0.025) 15.257(0.017) 14.601 (0.011) 14.00(0.013) PROMPT2+5
20080624 54641.78 ... 16.458(0.055) 15.381(0.031) 14.639 (0.015) 14.08(0.013) PROMPT4
20080624 54641.78 ... 16.483(0.057) 15.327(0.020) 14.573 (0.013) 14.06(0.011) PROMPT2+5
20080625 54642.78 ... 16.417(0.043) 15.334(0.022) 14.628 (0.020) 14.10(0.017) PROMPT4
20080625 54642.78 ... 16.425(0.022) 15.299(0.016) 14.600 (0.033) 14.07(0.014) PROMPT2+5
20080626 54643.78 ... ... 15.350(0.048) 14.65(0.021) 14.10(0.030) PROMPT4
20080626 54643.78 ... ... 15.349(0.046) 14.68(0.016) 14.13(0.017) PROMPT5
20080627 54644.78 ... 16.588(0.023) 15.306 (0.022) 14.703(0.019) 14.146(0.019) PROMPT2+5
20080628 54645.81 ... 16.568(0.065) 15.318 (0.032) 14.717(0.018) 14.126(0.014) PROMPT4
20080628 54645.77 ... ... 15.419(0.024) 14.690(0.015) 14.109(0.014) PROMPT5
20080629 54646.79 ... 16.584(0.164) 15.373 (0.029) 14.784(0.015) 14.104(0.016) PROMPT4
20080629 54646.76 ... ... 15.416(0.043) 14.737(0.020) ... PROMPT5
20080630 54647.76 ... ... 15.407(0.019) 14.822(0.024) ... PROMPT5
20080701 54648.97 17.04(0.29) 16.634(0.033) 15.508 (0.024) 14.851(0.019) 14.185(0.015) PROMPT5
20080703 54650.77 ... 16.650(0.045) 15.551 (0.020) 14.924(0.013) 14.247(0.010) PROMPT3+5
20080704 54651.83 ... ... 15.660(0.035) 14.915(0.013) 14.257(0.010) PROMPT3+5
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Table A: continued.
Date JD U (err) B (err) V (err) R (err) I (err) Source
yyyymmdd -2400000
20080705 54652.94 17.17(.014) 16.746(.006) 15.619(.006) 14.949(.005) ... EFOSC
20080707 54654.75 ... ... 15.652(.253) 15.023(.173) 14.328(.096) REM
20080708 54655.75 ... 16.947(0.111) 15.750 (0.035) 15.038(0.015) 14.336(0.015) PROMPT4
20080708 54655.75 ... 16.850(0.048) 15.794 (0.025) 15.040(0.022) 14.346(0.013) PROMPT3+5
20080709 54656.81 ... 16.825(0.102) 15.828 (0.048) 15.109(0.028) 14.357(0.024) PROMPT4
20080709 54656.74 ... 16.997(0.076) 15.808 (0.031) 15.071(0.020) 14.331(0.024) PROMPT3+5
20080710 54657.74 ... 16.970(0.144) 15.833 (0.046) 15.148(0.032) 14.406(0.018) PROMPT4
20080710 54657.73 ... 17.000(0.122) ... 15.160(0.016) 14.381(0.021) PROMPT3+5
20080710 54657.70 ... ... 15.840(.182) ... ... REM
20080711 54658.82 ... 17.024(0.057) 15.861 (0.024) 15.220(0.018) 14.424(0.02) PROMPT3+5
20080713 54660.86 ... 17.060(0.056) 15.945 (0.024) 15.217(0.017) 14.519(0.01) PROMPT3+5
20080714 54661.73 ... 17.140(0.109) 16.007 (0.030) 15.324(0.021) 14.486(0.01) PROMPT3+5
20080715 54662.93 17.597(.021) 17.189(.018) 16.028(.019) 15.317(.010) ... EFOSC
20080715 54662.72 ... 17.166(0.054) 16.058 (0.026) 15.329(0.018) 14.595(0.01) PROMPT3+5
20080716 54663.73 ... 17.312(0.043) 16.106 (0.043) 15.315(0.023) 14.632(0.01) PROMPT3+5
20080721 54669.37 ... ... 16.222(.107) ... ... Mendicini
20080726 54673.91 18.083(.026) 17.735(.008) 16.512(.004) 15.(.005) ... EFOSC
20080727 54675.25 ... ... 16.59 (.05) ... ... GCO AAVSO
20080729 54676.84 ... 18.022(0.068) 16.74(0.046) 15.(0.02) 14.980(0.018) PROMPT3+5
20080801 54680.30 ... ... 16.89(.07) ... ... GCO AAVSO
20080805 54683.92 18.721(.081) 18.360(.021) 17.08(.010) 16.11(.004) ... EFOSC
20080811 54690.26 ... ... 17.44(.262) ... ... Mendicini
20080813 54692.21 ... ... 17.50(.051) ... ... Mendicini
20080815 54694.25 ... ... 17.58(.142) ... ... Mendicini
20080910 54719.70 ... ... 18.94(.328) ... ... REM
20080911 54720.71 ... ... 18.93(.388) 17.808(.105) ... REM
20080915 54724.86 ... ... ... ... 17.23(.341) REM
20080925 54734.73 ... ... ... ... 17.56(.098) REM
20080929 54738.59 ... ... 19.78(0.29)1 18.416 (0.094) 17.57(0.07) PROMPT5
20081002 54741.83 ... 20.953(.500) 19.99(.300) 18.616(.300) ... SpectroPhot
20081009 54748.78 ... ... ... 18.649(0.081) 17.87(0.06) PROMPT5
20081024 54763.53 ... ... ... ... 18.08(0.07) PROMPT4
20081025 54764.56 ... ... 20.67(0.349) 18.783 (0.123) ... PROMPT4
20081026 54765.67 ... ... 20.81(0.442) 18.880 (0.136) 18.12(0.08) PROMPT5
20081027 54766.69 ... ... 20.65(0.185) 18.789 (0.059) 18.19(0.06) PROMPT4
20081030 54769.54 ... ... ... 18.818 (0.066) 18.18(0.06) PROMPT4
20081101 54771.58 ... ... 20.81(0.222) 18.824 (0.062) 18.25(0.05) PROMPT4
20081114 54784.64 ... ... ... ... 18.56(.251) REM
20081126 54796.58 ... ... ... 18.976 (0.231) 18.59(0.14) PROMPT5
20081126 54796.58 ... ... 21 ... ... *PROMPT5
20081127 54797.56 ... ... ... 19.059(0.128) 18.56(0.14) PROMPT4
20081129 54799.56 ... ... ... 19.109(0.201) ... PROMPT4
20081204 54804.56 ... ... ... 19.179(0.101) ... PROMPT4
20081224 54824.56 ... ... 21 ... ... *PROMPT4
20081225 54825.59 ... ... ... 19.343(0.117) ... PROMPT4
20081226 54826.59 ... ... ... ... 18.84(0.15) PROMPT4
20090519 54970.85 ... ... ... 21.238(.080) 21.21(.074) EFOSC
20090519 54970.93 ... ... ... 21.224(.049) ... EFOSC
Table B: Sloan photometry of NGC300OT (AB mag system).
Date JD U (err) B (err) V (err) R (err) I (err) Source
yyyymmdd -2400000
20080516 54602.380 ... ... 14.383(0.021) 14.210(0.024) 14.124(0.022) PROMPT
20080520 54606.400 ... ... 14.474(0.018) 14.207(0.014) 14.108(0.025) PROMPT
20080520 54606.400 16.653(0.040) 15.129(0.011) ... ... ... Swope
20080523 54609.390 ... ... 14.477(0.013) 14.199(0.012) 14.109(0.031) PROMPT
20080524 54610.380 ... ... 14.487(0.034) ... ... PROMPT
20080525 54611.367 ... ... 14.501(0.023) 14.202(0.018) 14.074(0.014) PROMPT
20080530 54616.350 ... 15.246(0.014) 14.607(0.024) 14.286(0.013) 14.160(0.013) PROMPT
20080530 54616.325 17.065(0.065) 15.286(0.006) ... ... ... Swope
20080531 54617.345 ... 15.29 (0.04) 14.628(0.027) 14.287(0.017) 14.196(0.021) PROMPT
20080607 54624.335 ... 15.368(0.01) 14.663(0.032) 14.352(0.015) 14.155(0.021) PROMPT
20080608 54625.320 ... 15.409(0.020) ... ... ... PROMPT
20080609 54626.315 ... 15.439(0.027) 14.684(0.021) 14.376(0.017) 14.152(0.036) PROMPT
20080610 54627.315 ... 15.489(0.018) 14.688(0.013) ... 14.167(0.014) PROMPT
20080611 54628.310 ... 15.464(0.014) 14.701(0.024) 14.335(0.011) 14.162(0.017) PROMPT
20080611 54628.325 17.226(0.035) 15.483(0.007) ... ... ... Swope
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Table B: continued.
Date MJD U (err) B (err) V (err) R (err) I (err) Source
yyyymmdd -2400000
20080612 54629.315 ... 15.511(0.009) 14.696(0.048) 14.355(0.008) 14.157(0.014) PROMPT
20080613 54630.335 ... ... 14.721(0.030) 14.328(0.011) 14.179(0.013) PROMPT
20080613 54630.360 17.290(0.032) 15.537(0.009) ... ... ... Swope
20080614 54631.317 ... ... 14.732(0.020) 14.356(0.022) 14.197(0.018) PROMPT
20080615 54632.315 ... ... 14.740(0.022) 14.350(0.010) 14.177(0.029) PROMPT
20080616 54633.325 ... ... 14.758(0.022) 14.354(0.023) 14.212(0.017) PROMPT
20080617 54634.317 ... 15.590(0.015) 14.810(0.025) 14.383(0.015) 14.206(0.013) PROMPT
20080623 54640.385 ... ... 14.862(0.016) 14.463(0.013) 14.315(0.016) PROMPT
20080624 54641.300 ... ... 14.888(0.018) 14.475(0.012) 14.354(0.053) PROMPT
20080625 54642.295 ... ... 14.899(0.019) 14.528(0.009) 14.388(0.013) PROMPT
20080627 54644.255 17.691(0.093) 15.838(0.008) ... ... ... Swope
20080627 54644.273 ... ... 14.937(0.022) 14.563(0.014) 14.390(0.039) PROMPT
20080628 54645.273 ... ... 15.016(0.059) 14.578(0.027) 14.411(0.029) PROMPT
20080629 54646.280 ... ... 15.033(0.032) ... ... PROMPT
20080630 54647.260 ... ... 15.077(0.017) ... ... PROMPT
20080703 54650.250 ... ... 15.171(0.030) 14.710(0.056) 14.523(0.010) PROMPT
20080704 54651.330 ... ... 15.193(0.015) 14.744(0.012) ... PROMPT
20080705 54652.425 ... ... 15.208(0.020) ... 14.571(0.019) PROMPT
20080709 54656.245 ... ... 15.330(0.023) 14.930(0.022) 14.681(0.021) PROMPT
20080711 54658.230 ... 16.399(0.029) 15.398(0.017) 14.987(0.022) 14.776(0.050) PROMPT
20080713 54660.365 ... ... 15.491(0.016) 15.010(0.014) 14.787(0.026) PROMPT
20080714 54661.230 ... ... 15.494(0.022) 15.065(0.052) 14.800(0.024) PROMPT
20080715 54662.220 ... ... 15.514(0.021) 15.065(0.011) 14.787(0.016) PROMPT
20080729 54676.345 ... 17.112 (0.032) 16.097(0.029) 15.612(0.023) 15.111(0.039) PROMPT
20080805 54683.300 ... 17.88(0.25) 16.44 (0.25) 15.94(0.25) 15.65 (0.25) Spectrophot
20080917 54724.300 ... 20.46(0.25) 18.24 (0.25) ... ... Spectrophot
20080929 54738.100 ... ... ... ... 17.557(0.070) PROMPT
20081002 54742.300 ... ... 18.52 (0.25) ... ... Spectrophot
20081003 54742.090 ... ... ... ... 17.674(0.052) PROMPT
20081023 54762.097 ... ... 18.862(0.056) 18.554(0.063) ... PROMPT
20081025 54764.085 ... ... 18.881(0.074) 18.588(0.105) 18.012(0.105) PROMPT
20081026 54765.197 ... ... 18.859(0.075) 18.642(0.131) ... PROMPT
20081027 54766.120 ... ... 18.932(0.069) 18.758(0.067) 18.044(0.086) PROMPT
20081029 54768.060 ... ... 18.962(0.046) 18.785(0.080) 18.118(0.081) PROMPT
20081102 54772.100 ... ... 19.058(0.055) 18.903(0.092) 18.225(0.090) PROMPT
20081127 54797.080 ... ... ... ... 18.417(0.117) PROMPT
20081207 54807.060 ... ... ... ... 18.576(0.135) PROMPT
20081208 54808.060 ... ... 19.368(0.066) ... ... PROMPT
20081209 54809.080 ... ... ... 19.478(0.096) ... PROMPT
20081224 54824.090 ... ... 19.511(0.067) ... ... PROMPT
20081225 54825.070 ... ... ... ... 18.698(0.134) PROMPT
20090120 54851.040 ... 21.99(0.043) 19.467(0.044) ... ... GMOS-S
20090107 54838.050 ... ... 19.480(0.182) ... ... GMOS-S
20090122 54853.555 ... 22.064(0.160) 19.475(0.014) 19.943(0.012) ... Magellan Clay
20090208 54870.539 ... 22.403(0.218) 19.705(0.020) 20.305(0.038) 19.317(0.024) Magellan Clay
20090213 54875.544 ... 22.606(0.193) 19.770(0.012) 20.382(0.014) 19.384(0.011) Magellan Clay
20090123 54854.050 ... ... 19.473(0.089) ... ... GMOS-S
20090519 54970.403 ... ... 21.228(0.228) 21.686(0.039) 21.013(0.056) GMOS-S
20090713 55025.360 ... ... 22.244(0.094) ... ... GMOS-S
20090713 55025.380 ... 23.173 ... ... ... *GMOS-S
20090724 55036.420 ... ... ... 22.848(0.500) ... *GMOS-S
20090726 55038.280 ... ... ... 23.004(12.00) ... *GMOS-S
20090828 55071.150 ... ... 22.764(0.069) ... ... GMOS-S
20091116 55151.133 ... ... 23.364 23.415 23.487 *GMOS-S
Table C: NIR photometry of NGC300OT.
Date JD J (err) H (err) K (err) Source
dd/mm/yyyy -2400000
20/5/08 54606.35109 ... 12.67(0.24) ... REM
21/5/08 54607.33718 ... 12.64(0.18) ... REM
22/5/08 54608.82834 13.12(0.033) 12.608(0.10) ... REM
23/5/08 54609.82545 13.09(0.056) 12.617(0.12) ... REM
24/05/0 54610.908 ... ... 11.94(0.067) REM
25/5/08 54611.82019 13.10(0.161) ... ... REM
30/5/08 54616.80650 13.09(0.054) 12.631(0.050) 12.044(0.089) REM
31/5/08 54617.80371 13.16(0.069) 12.609(0.038) ... REM
06/6/08 54623.78490 13.03(0.195) 12.558(0.443) ... REM
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Table C: continued.
Date JD J (err) H (err) K (err) Source
dd/mm/yyyy -2400000
07/6/08 54624.79958 13.10(0.046) 12.533(0.042) ... REM
08/6/08 54625.79018 13.11(0.052) 12.531(0.351) ... REM
09/6/08 54626.77918 13.12(0.073) ... ... REM
10/6/08 54627.77623 13.11(0.067) 12.562(0.344) ... REM
11/6/08 54628.27788 ... 12.58 (0.29) ... REM
12/6/08 54629.77144 13.07(0.057) ... ... REM
13/6/08 54630.76827 13.11(0.088) 12.608(0.063) ... REM
14/6/08 54631.83902 13.09(0.039) 12.592(0.051) ... REM
15/6/08 54632.76271 13.10(0.093) 12.597(0.124) 11.900(0.113) REM
16/6/08 54633.76298 13.13(0.137) ... 11.924(0.168) REM
17/6/08 54634.85931 13.16(0.070) ... ... REM
21/6/08 54638.25460 ... 12.6(0.344) ... REM
22/6/08 54639.74469 13.19(0.078) ... ... REM
23/6/08 54640.74067 13.19(0.096) 12.689(0.082) ... REM
24/6/08 54641.76544 ... ... 12.066 (.216) REM
25/6/08 54642.74297 13.21(0.066) 12.713(0.051) ... REM
28/6/08 54645.72723 13.23(0.036) 12.770(0.201) 12.035 (0.196) REM
29/6/08 54646.72454 13.28(0.045) 12.784(0.157) ... REM
30/6/08 54647.72185 13.37(0.089) 12.789(0.122) ... REM
01/7/08 54648.71903 13.23(0.669) 12.748(0.130) 12.073(0.119) REM
02/7/08 54649.71640 13.40(0.042) 12.817(0.168) ... REM
03/7/08 54650.71790 13.33(0.038) 12.874(0.177) ... REM
04/7/08 54651.71084 13.35(0.064) 13.032(0.259) ... REM
06/7/08 54653.73209 13.37(0.095) 12.947(0.266) 12.124(0.083) REM
07/7/08 54654.74791 13.42(0.090) 12.964(0.066) 12.108(0.121) REM
08/7/08 54655.89660 13.46(0.057) 13.010(0.054) 12.150(0.094) REM
09/7/08 54656.77837 13.52(0.046) 13.031(0.202) 12.154(0.074) REM
10/7/08 54657.69441 13.54(0.059) 13.035(0.166) ... REM
11/7/08 54658.69177 13.57(0.059) ... ... REM
13/7/08 54660.68630 13.53(0.042) 13.120(0.297) ... REM
14/7/08 54661.68248 13.65(0.047) 13.148(0.119) ... REM
15/9/08 54724.75556 15.53(0.074) ... 13.47(0.104) REM
25/9/08 54734.73999 15.79(0.144) 14.335(0.075) 13.57(0.087) REM
12/11/09 54782.55899 17.18(0.540) ... ... REM
13/11/0 54783.55234 17.15(0.161) 16.309(0.157) ... REM
14/11/09 54784.290 17.42(0.522) 16.236(0.254) 15.257(0.099) REM
18/05/09 54969.905 19.48(0.144) 16.890(0.042) 14.628(0.019) SOFI
14/09/09 55088.695 20.94(0.214) 17.984(0.045) 15.441(0.011) SOFI
23/11/09 55158.731 21.69(0.268) 18.607(0.098) 15.895(0.021) SOFI
26/12/09 55191.534 ... 19.361(0.127) 16.005(0.031) SOFI
24/01/10 55220.529 ... ... 16.387(0.096) SOFI
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5 Physical Parameters Estimate
In the previous section we obtained the absolute magnitudes of NGC300OT in
several broad band filters, starting from the epoch of peak luminosity to more
than one year later. Here we are going to discuss the physical properties of the
transient that can be determined from the study of our observations. In particu-
lar, we determine the 56Ni mass ejected by the transient and the evolution of its
temperature, radius and luminosity.
5.1 Bolometric Light Curve and Ejected 56Ni Mass
We obtain a quasi-bolometric light curve by integrating the fluxes of
NGC300OT from the ultraviolet to the NIR bands. If no observations are available
in a given filter, we extrapolate the missing values making use of a well sampled
band (typically R), assuming a constant colour from the last observed epoch. In
order to avoid over-extrapolation, when the sampling of the transient becomes
sparse (i.e. after ∼ 100 days) we only select the epochs with observations in the
K-band, since it is the most luminous at these epochs and hence the most in-
fluential in the computation of the quasi-bolometric luminosity. Flux measures
are corrected for reddening (see Section [4.3]), yielding the SED at each selected
epoch. Then an integration of the SED using the trapezoidal rule provides the to-
tal flux received from the ultraviolet to NIR domains. As no information outside
these boundaries is available we truncate the integration, ignoring the contribu-
tion outside the aforementioned limits. For this reason the inferred luminosity has
to be considered ”quasi”-bolometric. Finally the flux is converted into luminos-
ity adopting the distance of NGC 300 estimated in Section [4.3]. The results are
shown in Figure [38].
In the case of NGC300OT, in analogy with other ILRTs, the luminosity contri-
bution from the shortest wavelengths can safely be neglected, but the same is
not true for the mid-infrared (MIR) contribution. As the SED peak shifts toward
longer wavelegths, the bulk of the luminosity at late times is emitted in the MIR,
leaving only the emission from spectral lines without continuum flux in the opti-
cal domain. For this reason, the quasi-bolometric light curve has to be treated as
an underestimate of the total luminosity emitted, in particular at the late phases.
To estimate the 56Ni mass ejected during the explosion, we follow two different
approaches, both exploiting the late linear tail of the quasi-bolometric light curve.
First of all, we make use of the measure performed by Botticella et al. (2009),
which compared the quasi-bolometric luminosity of SN 2008S during the late tail
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Figure 38: Quasi-bolometric light curves of SN 2008S and NGC300OT obtained
from the integration from the optical to the NIR bands. Left panel: quasi-
bolometric light curve obtained from our data set. Right panel: quasi-bolometric
light curve from the second data set, with measures from Humphreys et al. (2011)
including our late SOFI data. The decay rate of 56Co is shown as a solid black
line for comparison. The dashed black line is a linear fit to the late phase for both
objects.
(140-300 days after explosion) with that of SN 1987A, obtaining M(56Ni)08S =
1.4 x 10−3 M. The quasi-bolometric luminosities of SN 2008S and SN 1987A
were calculated with the same technique used for NGC300OT. The 56Ni ejected is
obtained through the following relation:
M(56Ni)N300 = M(56Ni)08S × LN300L08S (5)
where M(56Ni)N300 is the 56Ni mass ejected by NGC300OT and LN300 / L08S is
the ratio between the quasi-bolometric luminosities of NGC300OT and SN 2008S
compared at the same epoch. We compute M(56Ni)N300 for both our and Humphreys
et al. (2011) data sets: the results are reported in Table [9]. The measurements er-




















Quantities preceded by δ are associated errors. The first of the three terms contains
the most relevant source of uncertainty, δM08S . For this reason, a lower luminosity
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OAPD Humphreys
Day 56Ni x 10−4 M Day 56Ni x 10−4 M
203 1.8 ± 0.4 (22%) 158 5.3 ± 1.2 (23%)
292 2.3 ± 0.5 (22%) 224 3.8 ± 0.9 (24%)
389 3.7 ± 0.9 (24%) 292 3.1 ± 0.7 (23%)
Mean 2.6 ± 0.6 (23%) 4.1 ± 0.9 (23%)
Table 9: Ejected mass of 56Ni measured for both data sets as described in the text.
The final value is shown in bold at the bottom. The percentage errors are reported
in brackets.
ph (days) ψ (mag/100d) 56Ni87A 56NiHamuy
300OT OAPD 200-620 0.57 ± 0.08 2.6 ± 0.6 7.7 ± 3.0
300OT Humphreys 140-620 0.78 ± 0.01 4.1 ± 0.9 5.3 ± 1.3
SN2008S 145-310 0.67 ± 0.03 14 ± 3 11 ± 2
Table 10: Phase, magnitude decline, 56Ni mass ejected (in 10−4 M units) esti-
mated through a comparison with SN 1987A and 56Ni mass calculated with Equa-
tion [7]. The 56Ni mass for SN2008S was taken from Botticella et al. (2009).
is associated with a lower error, making a pondered mean skewed towards lower
masses. Therefore, we choose to adopt the arithmetic mean of the three 56Ni mass
values for each data set. As the percentage errors in Table [9] remain roughly
constant for the different measures, we associate to the final measure a percentage
error which is the mean of the percentage errors of each measure.
For a second, independent estimate of the 56Ni mass, we follow the approach of
Hamuy (2003), and use the formula:
M(56Ni)N300 = 7.886 × 10−44 × LN300 × exp
[




where (t-t0) is the time after explosion in days, z is the host galaxy redshift, τNi
is the 56Ni half life (6.1 days) and τCo is the 56Co e-folding time (111.6 days).
This relation assumes full deposition of the γ-rays produced by the 56Co to 56Fe
decay. To obtain the final value, we calculate the 56Ni mass for each point in the
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light curve linear tail, then averaging the results. The propagation of error yielded
an unrealistically low value that does not account for the observed scatter, so we
adopt the standard deviation as the best estimate for the uncertainty of this measure
(Table [10]). Since the late tail luminosity is likely powered also by other energy
sources, such as the interaction between the ejecta and a dense circumstellar wind
(Kochanek 2011) or the emission from a warm component like dust, our 56Ni mass
estimates should be regarded as upper limits to the true value, since we derived our
estimated under the assumption that the whole luminosity comes from radioactive
decays.
5.2 Spectral Energy Distribution Analysis
In order to infer the temperature (T) and radius (R) of the emitting source, we
study the SED of NGC300OT. The temperature is obtained through the fit of the









where Bλ is the flux per unit wavelength, h is the Planck constant, c is the speed
of light and kb is the Boltzmann constant. The luminosity is measured integrat-
ing the resulting Planck function over the relevant wavelengths range, and then
accounting for the interstellar reddening and the distance of the transient. Finally,
the radius is inferred from the Stefan-Boltzmann law for a spherical black body:
L = 4piσR2T 4 (9)
where σ is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant. In Figure [39] we show a sample of
the fits we performed, as well as the evolution of the inferred parameters. We find
that the profile is well reproduced by a single black body until 117 days after max-
imum, while afterwards we carry out simultaneous two-component fits (hot plus
warm black bodies), in order to account for the observed NIR excess. We note
that the NIR fluxes become dominant when the Balmer decrement described in
Section [6.2] starts to increase: this observation supports the scenario of dust for-
mation around the transient from ∼ 100 days. After ∼ 180 days, the contribution
of Hα is so dominant, with respect to the continuum, that the energy distribution
is no longer that of a black body. For this reason, we stop the SED analysis at
that epoch. Compared to SN 2008S and AT 2017be, the hot black body com-
ponent of NGC300OT is the coldest among the three, with a temperature of ∼
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Figure 39: Top left: SED fit for NGC300OT. Phases reported are with respect to
peak luminosity of the transient. Bottom left: from 117 days onward we fit the
observations using simultaneously two black bodies, to fit the observations. The
hot component is displayed as a blue dotted line, while the warm component is
displayed in red. Right panels: temperature, luminosity and radius evolution of
NGC300OT compared with those of ILRTs SN 2008S and AT 2017be.
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5000 K at peak, steadily decreasing to 3300 K, where the temperature decrease
appears to slow down significantly. During the first 50 days, the radius remains
roughly constant (∼ 16 AU), consistently with the pseudo-plateau displayed in the
light curves. The luminosity evolution of NGC300OT is quite similar to that of
AT 2017be, while SN 2008S is characterized by a luminosity which is roughly
one order of magnitude greater than both the other transients, owing to its higher
temperature. As time passes new dust forms, and the NIR fluxes are progres-
sively dominated by this new warm component (∼ 1200 K) that we detect after
100 days post-maximum. For this warm black body component we find that the
temperature slightly declines with time, from around 1300 K to 1000 K at ∼ 160
days. Similarly the radius of the warm component remains roughly constant at 55
AU. Such values are in excellent agreement with the component identified as ”hot
dust” by Prieto et al. (2009) 93 days after the detection. As mentioned in Section
[2.4], with the help of a MIR spectrum it was possible to infer the presence of
three black bodies: the ”hot dust” showed a temperature of 1500 K and a radius
of 67 AU, in good agreement with our warm black body identified after ∼ 100
days. The lack of observations at higher wavelengths, however, leads to serious
uncertainties on our measures. The values of some physical parameters inferred
for the black body components are reported in Table [11].
Despite the remarkable agreement with a single black body fit at short wave-
lengths, there is a consistent excess in the K-band flux that appears to be constant
with time. The lack of MIR measures makes it difficult to infer the parameters of
a second black body at early stages, but following previous studies on ILRT we
tentatively explain this NIR excess with the emission of cold dust that survived
the explosion. This feature has already been observed in SN 2008S (Botticella
et al. 2009), where early MIR flux observations allowed to detect a cold black
body with a temperature of ∼ 590 K, attributed to an IR echo from pre-existing
circumstellar dust. In a similar way, a cold component characterized by a tem-
perature of ∼ 700 K was detected by Humphreys et al. (2011) for NGC300OT at
day 2 after maximum light. We suggest that this cold component, produced by
distant pre-existing dust, remains constant with time, explaining the early K-band
flux excess.
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Phase Thot Lhot Rhot Twarm Lwarm Rwarm
(Days) (K) (1039 erg s−1) (AU) (K) (1039 erg s−1) (AU)
0 4960 (90) 21.7 (4.9) 15.0 (1.7)
4 4940 (80) 21.3 (4.4) 14.9 (1.5)
9 4780 (70) 20.6 (4.2) 15.7 (1.6)
15 4770 (80) 19.1 (4.2) 15.2 (1.7)
21 4670 (80) 18.7 (4.0) 15.6 (1.7)
27 4510 (60) 18.6 (3.6) 16.7 (1.6)
35 4410 (60) 16.7 (3.3) 16.6 (1.7)
45 4330 (70) 13.9 (2.9) 15.7 (1.6)
55 4180 (70) 10.7 (2.4) 14.8 (1.6)
66 4000 (80) 8.1 (2.0) 14.1 (1.7)
77 3730 (100) 5.7 (1.6) 13.5 (2.0)
87 3510 (130) 4.1 (1.6) 13.0 (2.4)
117 3300 (210) 1.5 (1.1) 9.0 (3.2) 1290 (310) 1.7 62
135 3330 (280) 0.9 (0.8) 6.6 (3.0) 1330 (260) 1.4 53
161 3290 (250) 0.5 (0.4) 5.3 (4.2) 1060 (250) 0.6 55
Table 11: Evolution of temperature, luminosity and radius for the hot and warm
black body components of NGC300OT. The error relative to each measure is re-
ported in brackets. As only the blue tail of the warm black body component has
been observed, the errors on its luminosity and radius are of the same order of























































Figure 41: NIR spectra of NGC300OT, respectively taken with TNG+NICS and
VLT+X-Shooter. The most prominent lines are indicated with red vertical lines.
Epochs reported to the right are relative to the R-band maximum. The ⊕ symbols
mark the telluric absorption bands of H2O and CO2.
6.1 Line Identification
Our optical spectra span 8 months, from 2008 May 16 (epoch of maximum light)
to 2009 January 21. The optical spectrum of NGC300OT is characterized by
strong hydrogen lines, the Ca II NIR triplet and the [Ca II] forbidden doublet.
In the high-resolution UVES spectrum, taken on 2008 July 02, we identify the
Balmer series from Hα to H11, with the exception of H, which is blended the
Ca II H&K absorption feature. Additionally, we find [O I], O I, He I, Na I D,
Fe I (multiplets 15 and 49), Fe II (multiplets 6, 14, 19, 40, 42, 46, 73) and Sc
II (multiplet 29) lines (Figure [40]). In Table [12] we report a list of the most
prominent lines, along with their FWHM and measured intensity. Unfortunately,
the VLT+UVES spectrum used for line identification contains several wavelength
gaps due to detectors configuration: for this reason we could not observe the Ca
II NIR triplet at high-resolution. In the NIR spectra taken with TNG+NICS and
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Figure 40: Line identification performed on the VLT+UVES spectrum of
NGC300OT taken on 2008 July 02. The spectrum has been red-shift corrected.
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VLT+X-Shooter, the most prominent features are again hydrogen lines: we ob-
serve the Paschen series from α to , along with the Brackett γ line. Additionally
we detect He I, O I and Fe I lines, consistently with what we find in the optical
spectra. All the lines were detected at both epochs.
6.2 Spectral Evolution
In Figures [42] and [43] we show our sequence of optical spectra, covering the
epochs from maximum light to 243 days after peak luminosity. The Hα, Hβ,
[Ca II] and Ca II NIR triplet are recognizable during the whole evolution of the
spectrum. We do not detect P-Cygni profiles, that characterize typical SN explo-
sions. The nebular phase starts roughly at ∼ 100 days after maximum light, since
the contribution from the continuum in the spectrum taken at 123 days is already
negligible. Here we present the evolution of the fluxes and FWHM velocities
of the most prominent lines. We estimate the line parameters through the IRAF
task SPLOT, assuming a Lorentzian profile and deblending the multi components
when necessary (as for the case of the Ca II NIR triplet). In order to account for
the resolution of the instrument used, we calculate the resulting width of the line
as w =
√
FWHM2 − resolution2. To obtain the luminosity and FWHM velocity




c and Lλ = 4pid2Fλ (10)
where vFWHM is the FWHM velocity, λ0 is the position of the line centre at rest
wavelength, c is the speed of light, Lλ is the luminosity, Fλ is the flux and d
is the distance of NGC 300 (see Section [4.3]). Errors on the luminosities are
conservatively assumed to be 20%, mainly owing to the error on the flux measure.
Here we analyze the evolution of the most prominent spectral features:
• Hα is the brightest and the broadest line detected in the spectra. Its FWHM
velocity during the first 15 days after maximum decreases steadily from 760
to 610 km s−1, then varies between 610 and 360 km s−1 in a rather erratic
way. This behaviour is likely due to the FWHM of the line being close
to the resolution of the instrument, therefore reducing the accuracy of the
measure (compare Table [13] with Table [2]). Thanks to our VLT+UVES
high-resolution spectrum we obtain a precise estimate for the Hα velocity
at 46 days, vFWHM ∼ 540 km s−1. In Figure [44] the evolution of the Hα
profile is displayed. The position of the peak does not appear to vary sig-
nificantly with time. The Hα luminosity of the transient at maximum light
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Line λ0 (Å) λm (Å) FWHM (Å) F (10−15 erg s−1cm−2)
Hα 6562.8 6562.5 11.4 162
Hβ 4861.3 4860.3 5.7 26.7
Hγ 4340.5 4339.4 5.3 9.0
Hδ 4101.7 4100.7 4.5 5.6[
Ca II
]
7291.47 7292.0 2.8 13.8[
Ca II
]
7323.89 7323.4 2.8 10.9
Ca II H&K 3933.66 3933.9 4.2 -
Ca II H&K 3968.47 3969.0 3.8 -
Fe II (40) 6516.05 6516.7 5.7 8.1
Fe II (40) 6432.65 6432.8 4.4 4.0
Fe II (40) 6369.45 6368.7 9.1 4.1
Fe II (42) 5169.0 5170.7 8.8 4.8
Fe II (42) 5018.4 5018.6 8.3 3.7
Fe II (42) 4923.9 4925.2 6.4 3.9
Fe II (46) 5991.38 5992.5 6.0 4.3
Fe II (46) 6084.11 6084.4 6.4 2.2
He I 5875.62 5874.9 4.3 4.8
He I 7065.19 7065.7 5.5 2.4
O I 7771.94 7770.5 7.8 -[
O I
]
6363.78 6363.9 1.2 0.3[
O I
]
6300.3 6300.4 1.4 0.9
Na I 5889.9 5889.5 0.25 -
Na I 5895.9 5895.5 0.24 -
Table 12: Line identification performed on the UVES spectrum taken on 2008
July 02, 46 days after maximum. Na I, O I and Ca II H&K lines are observed in
absorption The spectrum was redshift corrected with the z value of NGC 300, as
reported in Section [4.3].
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Figure 42: Early spectral sequence of NGC300OT. Main emission and absorption
features are marked with vertical dashed lines. The ⊕ symbol indicates the posi-
tion of a strong telluric band. All spectra have been corrected for the redshift of
NGC300OT. Phases from maximum luminosity are indicated on the right.
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Figure 43: Late spectral sequence of NGC300OT. We use the same conventions
adopted in Figure [42].
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is 3x1037 erg s−1, and quickly increases up to 6.3x1037 erg s−1 at around
90 days after maximum. Later, the luminosity decreases steadily to the
initial value at around 160 days after maximum. The following decline is
slower, and the Hα luminosity fades to 1.5 x1037 erg s−1 on 2009 January
20. The Hα luminosity evolution of NGC300OT is compared with those
of SN 2008S (Botticella et al. 2009) and AT 2017be (Cai et al. 2018) in
Figure [45]. The Hα luminosity of NGC300OT evolves quite differently
from that of SN 2008S: in that case, the Hα peak luminosity is coincident
with the transient maximum light, and then it steadily declines. On the
other hand, AT 2017be displays a rebrightening in the Hα luminosity sim-
ilar to NGC300OT. Cai et al. (2018) tentatively attribute this feature to the
strengthening of the interaction between ejecta and CSM. It is interesting to
note that both AT 2017be and NGC300OT show a pseudo-plateau, which is
not observed in SN 2008S: further studies are required to understand if the
rebrightening of Hα luminosity can be a diagnostic feature to separate two
groups of objects (IIP-like and IIL-like) inside the ILRT class.
• The Hβ line shows a behaviour similar to that of the Hα. The FWHM veloc-
ities inferred are slightly lower, varying between 700 and 220 km s−1, with
the high-resolution spectrum yielding a velocity of 370 km s−1. The lumi-
nosity of the line during the maximum light of the transient is 5.8x1036 erg
s−1, rising to 1.2x1037 erg s−1 at ∼ 80 days. The following decline appears
to be steeper than the decline of the Hα luminosity. This is evident in the
Balmer decrement evolution (the ratio LHα / LHβ) shown in the lower panel
of Figure [45]. During the first ∼ 80 days the ratio remains roughly con-
stant, with a mean value of 5.4. After the Hβ peak, the Balmer decrement
quickly increases, up to 26 in January 2009. Since the Balmer decrement
can be used to estimate the line of sight reddening, such increment suggests
dust formation. This is consistent with the case of SN 2008S, where dust
started forming after ∼ 120 days (Botticella et al. 2009).
• The Ca II NIR triplet, differently from [Ca II] and Hα features, is only
barely detectable in the spectrum at maximum light (Figure [44]). The po-
sition of the peaks do not show a clear evolution with time. The triplet
displays slightly different velocities for the three different peaks. In June,
the Magellan+LDSS3 spectrum yields vFWHM of 600, 610 and 730 km s−1
respectively for the λ8498, λ8542 and λ8662 Å components. This was the
highest resolution spectra available (4 Å) for this multiplet. On 2008 Octo-
ber 14 the measured velocities are 260, 330 and 300 km s−1, displaying a
substantial decrease with respect to June. The integrated luminosity of the
three lines displays an increase even sharper than the Hα luminosity, rising
from 3.3x1037 erg s−1 to 9.5x1037 erg s−1 by day 75 (Figure [45]). Also the
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Date F (Hα) FWHM (Hα) v (Hα) F (Hβ) FWHM (Hβ) v (Hβ)
2008-05-16 8.7 17.1 760 1.8 – –
2008-05-30 9.4 17.0 690 1.6 13.4 660
2008-06-04 9.5 15.6 610 2.2 13.9 700
2008-06-06 11.0 18.7 510 1.9 12.4 350
2008-06-11 12.0 14.0 610 2.1 7.2 370
2008-06-13 13.3 17.5 410 2.2 10.5 –
2008-06-15 13.6 17.3 390 2.5 10.8 –
2008-06-16 15.7 13.7 600 2.1 6.6 340
2008-07-01 17.8 15.9 520 2.2 10.7 –
2008-07-02 16.8 11.8 540 2.8 6.0 370
2008-07-05 18.0 16.6 – 3.1 10.7 –
2008-07-08 17.8 15.0 470 2.9 11.1 –
2008-07-15 19.1 14.3 – 3.3 9.4 –
2008-07-23 20.1 12.4 520 3.0 7.7 360
2008-07-24 19.3 11.8 490 2.9 7.8 370
2008-07-25 19.7 11.7 480 2.9 7.3 330
2008-08-05 17.6 15.6 – 2.2 9.8 –
2008-09-17 10.5 10.6 400 0.8 7.3 260
2008-10-02 8.6 15.7 – 0.7 8.2 –
2008-10-14 8.8 10.4 390 0.4 6.0 280
2009-01-07 5.0 9.5 340 0.2 7.0 220
2009-01-20 4.8 9.9 360 0.2 8.0 330
Table 13: Hα and Hβ measurements. Fluxes are in units of 10−14 erg s−1 cm−2,
FWHM are in Å, and corresponding velocities are in km/s. For the first epoch,
it is only possible to obtain the flux from the Hβ line by integrating the counts
over the continuum at the position of the line centre. Other FWHM velocities are
missing due to the line being unresolved.
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Figure 44: Left panel: evolution of the Hα line in the velocity space. The rest
wavelength position is marked with a red dashed line. Right panels: evolution of
[Ca II] λ7291 and Ca II λ8542. In the same panels it is possible to see also [Ca II]
λ7323 and Ca II λ8498.
subsequent decline is faster than the Hα decline, although we lack a spectral
coverage of the triplet at very late phases.
• The [Ca II] doublet is the only feature among the ones considered so far
that is consistently redshifted by ∼ 80 km s−1 (Figure [44]). This could be
interpreted as a sign of inflowing gas. The FWHM velocity for both lines,
as measured from the VLT+UVES spectrum, is 100 and 110 km s−1 respec-
tively, lower than the FWHM velocities mentioned so far. The luminosity
evolution of these lines is clearly separated from the ones presented so far:
the [Ca II] luminosity does not display a rebrightening, but decline mono-
tonically from 1.8x1037 to 4x1035 erg s−1.
The moderate velocities (> 400 km s−1) and the delayed luminosity peak are char-
acteristics shared by the Hα, Hβ and Ca II NIR triplet: this suggests that these
lines form in the same environment, likely in the shocked interface bewteen ejecta
and unshocked CSM. Conversely, the low velocity and monotonic evolution of the
[Ca II] doublet separates it from the other lines: this forbidden feature is probably
formed in the slowly expanding CSM, where the density of the gas is sufficiently
low to avoid the collisional de-excitation that would suppress this emission. We
notice that, at late phases, two broad emission feature arise around 7010 Å and
6170Å. The inferred vFWHM is of the order of 3000 km s−1. Since we are not able
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Figure 45: Left panel: Hα luminosity evolution of NGC300OT, AT 2017be and
SN 2008S. The reference epoch is the explosion date. Right panel: evolution of
Hα, Hβ, [Ca II] and Ca NIR triplet luminosity. For the [Ca II] doublet and Ca II
triplet we integrated the contribution from all the lines belonging to the multiplet.
Lower panel: evolution of the Balmer decrement.
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ph (days) 56Ni87A 56NiHamuy
NGC300OT OAPD 200-620 2.9 ± 0.7 8.9 ± 3.4
NGC300OT Humphreys 140-620 4.6 ± 1 6.2 ± 2
SN 2008S 145-310 14 ± 3 11 ± 2
Table 14: 56Ni mass (x10−4 M) ejected by NGC300OT calculated adopting MJD
54564 ± 5 as best estimate for the explosion epoch. The results for SN 2008S are
reported for comparison
to identify a transition responsible for this emission, we tentatively try to explain
such feature as a blend of metallic lines.
6.3 Constraining the Explosion Epoch
Given the similarity between the Hα luminosity evolution of NGC300OT and AT
2017be (Figure [45]), we try to constrain with more precision the explosion epoch
of NGC300OT, exploiting the best constrained explosion epoch of AT 2017be.
Therefore, we shift in time the observations of NGC300OT until the first minimum
of the Hα luminosity of NGC300OT overlaps the first minimum of AT 2017be.
With this method we infer that the explosion of NGC300OT likely took place 16
(± 5) days before discovery (MJD 54564 ± 5). In light of this better estimate
for the explosion epoch, we fine tune the 56Ni mass ejected by NGC300OT, as
detailed in Section [5.1] (Table [14]).
6.4 High-Resolution Spectrum
The VLT+UVES spectrum taken on 2008 July 02 already has already proven
to be extremely useful in identifying and accurately estimating the FWHM ve-
locities of several emission lines (Table [12]). Some of these lines, observed at
high-resolution, show complex profiles: both Hα and Hβ show absorption fea-
tures close to the line centre (Figure [46]). We determine the position of these
absorption features with respect to the Na ID interstellar absorption. We find these
components redshifted by +15 km s−1. The Hα absorption component has a width
of 30 km s−1, while the Hβ component has a width of 50 km s−1. The Hα line
displays an additional absorption feature, with width close to spectral resolution,
blueshifted by -140 km s−1. These observed features suggest the presence of com-
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Figure 46: Left panel: Hα high-resolution profile in the velocity space from the
spectrum taken on 2008 July 02. The rest wavelength position is marked with a
red dashed line. Right panel: Hβ high-resolution profile at the same epoch.
plex CSM environment, possibly with inflowing and outflowing hydrogen winds.
The [Ca II] forbidden doublet at high-resolution show a prominent red wing, ex-
tending up to +200 km s−1, and a completely depleted blue wing, blueshifted by
only -40 km s−1 (Figure [47], upper panels). This feature is not compatible with a
P-Cygni profile, since there is no sign of absorption at the blue side of the emis-
sion line. Humphreys et al. 2011 explain the shape of this profile through electron
scattering with optical depth ∼ 1. Other spectral features like Fe II λ6516 or He I
λ5876 show a more symmetric profile, with widths of 220 and 260 km s−1, respec-
tively (Figure [47], lower panels). The narrow, unresolved Na ID components are
of interstellar origin, as proved by the fact that they remain unresolved and main-
tain the same profile over time (Berger et al. (2009)). These unresolved Na ID
lines are superimposed to broader absorption features with FWHM velocity of
about 75 km s−1 due to expanding gas of the transient.
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Figure 47: Forbidden [Ca II] doublet, Na ID absorption feature and the most
prominent Fe II line (multiplet 40) shown in the velocity space. On the lower left
panel, along with Na ID lines, it is possible to see the He I λ5876 line. The rest












































Figure 48: Comparison between the spectra of NGC300OT, SN 2008S, AT
2017jfs, SN 2012hn and SN 2005cs. Upper panel: spectra taken close to peak
luminosity (∼ 10 days after maximum). Lower panel: late spectra, taken ∼ 160
days after peak luminosity. For AT 2017jfs we refer to the first peak, while for SN
2005cs we refer to the start of the plateau.
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6.5 Comparison with Other Transients
In Figure [48] we compare two spectra of NGC300OT, taken during the photo-
spheric phase (14 days after peak) and during the nebular phase (150 days after
peak), with spectra of other transients and supernovae at similar epochs. Both
at early and late phases, the analogy with SN 2008S is clear: Hα and Ca II fea-
tures are clearly recognizable at all epochs. The LRN AT 2017jfs displays similar
narrow Balmer lines, while at late phases the hydrogen lines are less prominent.
Ca II NIR triplet is detected at early phases, but there is no sign of the [Ca II]
doublet. The faint type IIP SN 2005cs is clearly different due to the broad lines
and prominent P-Cygni profiles. Finally, in the spectra of the calcium rich type
I SN 2012hn, along with the lack of H lines, we note the calcium features to be
significantly broader than the Ca lines present in ILRT spectra.
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7 Conclusions and future perspectives
We reduced and discussed unpublished photometric and spectroscopic data of the
ILRT NGC300OT. While a few papers are available in the literature with extensive
data sets and discussing the nature of NGC300OT, we present optical and NIR
observations extended until very late phases, high cadence spectroscopic sampling
as well as two NIR spectra, a domain not covered with spectroscopic observations
so far. In light of the study performed by Adams et al. (2016), we noticed the
increase in probability of a terminal event rather than an LBV-like outburst. Hence
we, estimated the 56Ni mass ejected by the explosion, obtaining an upper limit that
ranges from ∼ 2.5 to 8 x10−4 M (depending on the method and data set used).
We also compared the properties of NGC300OT with those of other ILRT, in
particular SN 2008S and AT 2017be. We found that NGC300OT and AT 2017be,
characterized by a pseudo-plateau in their light curves, displayed a delayed peak
in Hα luminosity, which is not observed in SN 2008S. If this is indicative of the
existence of two subclasses of ILRTs, similarly to what is observed for SN IIP and
IIL, has to be investigated.
Despite the extensive analysis performed for this object, much work needs be done
to understand the ILRT class. First of all, continuous monitoring of the progenitor
sites of NGC300OT and SN 2008S will unequivocally disclose whether the events
were actual explosions or non-terminal eruptions. Furthermore, a statistical study
of the properties of ILRTs (ejected 56Ni mass, rise time, spectral features) will be
used to compare ILRTs characteristics with expected EC-SN properties (Cai et
al, in preparation). In addition, a systematic study of the galaxies hosting these
transients has not been performed yet: since the progenitor stars are not always
identified, this can be an useful tool to constrain the formation channels of these
events.
Explosion rates are still to be estimated, given the poor and incomplete sample
of objects available, but forthcoming wide-field surveys like LSST (Stubbs, Heit-
mann 2019) and WFIRST (Spergel et al. 2015) will provide a greater number of
ILRTs detections than ever before. WFIRST will prove particularly useful for the
study of ILRTs, since it will be able to detect the IR-luminous progenitor stars of
these transients, which are not observable in the optical domain, due to substan-
tial absorption of the surrounding dust. A detailed analysis of the variability of the
progenitor star may provide crucial information on its age and evolutive phase.
The abundance of discoveries granted by LSST and WFIRST will be supported by
follow-up campaigns like the one organized for AT 2019abn (Jencson et al. 2019),
which will sample the evolution of the transient, in particular the early rise, with
unprecedented cadence. Finally, although X-rays counterparts were not observed
for these objects (Berger et al. 2009), late time studies on the infrared and radio
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domains are essential to investigate the evolution of the dust years after the event,
as well as the geometry and stratification of the CSM.
Such detailed characterization of these transients will enable us to understand the
nature of the elusive ILRTs, either confirming or posing new challenges to our
current understanding of stellar evolution.
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